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ABSTRACI' 
During the past decade, advances in computer hardware design 
have been exponential.. However, in comparison, .the way computer 
software systems are designed and developed has remained 
relatively the same. Over the past few years application 
development groups have begun to realize the current way of doing 
things may not allow high quality application systems to continue to 
be produced. Systems are becoming expensive to develop, difficult 
to maintain, and nearly impossible to change. 
Object-Oriented Programming appears to be an approach that 
offers the potential improvements in the way software is developed. 
It is not just another programming language, but a different and 
more natural way to think about and represent problems. Object-
Oriented Programming • increases programmer productivity by 
. 
making code more reusable, and more modular. An object-oriented 
approach may also allow systems to be developed that may not have 
been possible before. 
Object-Oriented Programming does however have some 
disadvantages. The biggest disadvantage may be the time 
investment needed to retrain all the programmers in a different 
approach. Just understanding the concept of object-oriented 
programming may take a great deal of time. 
Although it is not completely clear to what degree and how 
soon object-oriented programming will affect systems development, 
1 
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there is one thing that is certain. Things will become object-oriented, 
and it is definitely worthwhile for application developers to start up 
the learning curve now, so they are not all playing catch-up in a few 
years. 
The intent of this thesis is two-fold. First, this paper is 
intended to provide an overview of object-oriented programming. 
This will enable someone in the Management Information Systems 
area to read this paper, and have a good understanding of what 
object-oriented programming really is, and its benefits. Second, an 
actual implementation of an object-oriented system in the object-
oriented language, Smalltalk, will be provided. The scope of this 
thesis • IS to enhance the Smalltalk environment to add data 
accumulation and statistical reporting to a discrete event simulation 
structure in Smalltalk. 
2 
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I. IN'I'RODUCTION 
Object-Oriented has definitely become one of the biggest 
buzzwords of the late 1980s. It is heard that using object-oriented 
techniques in system design and development will miraculously 
solve numerous software development problems. Object-oriented 
programming is said to increase programmer productivity to levels 
beyond imaginableness, to decrease the ever growing application 
backlog, and to make programs easier to develop and maintain and 
to make them more reliable. Many people are talking about object-
oriented programming, but what does object-oriented programming 
really mean? What application does it have in the real world of 
systems development? Are all these claims about the benefits of 
object-oriented programming really true? 
As usual with buzzwords, everyone thinks they know what 
being object-oriented means, but it seems that everyone has a '') 
different idea of what it really is. 
Objects are all around us; it is the way the world is perceived. 
The world is viewed as containing objects and the interactions 
between those objects. The idea behind object-oriented 
programming is to apply that view to software development. Object-
oriented means to focus more on what to do, instead of getting 
caught up in how to do it. In an object-oriented world, · similar 
objects are organized into "classes". These classes have an inherent 
structure, similar to the way objects might be classified around us. 
3 
Cox [3:13] provides a simple example illustrating the concepts 
of class and object. Think of a class of objects called "animals". A 
subclass of this class might be "mammal", and a further subclass 
might be "cow". A particular instance ( or object) of class "cow" might 
be "Betsy". Betsy is similar to other objects (instances) in class "cow", 
but has some unique characteristics of her own. [3: 13] 
In the following sections, the definition of object-oriented 
programming and some of the characteristics of object-oriented 
languages will be covered in more detail. Then discussed will be 
why being object-oriented provides advantages and also why not 
everyone is embracing this concept. In the final sections of this 
thesis, experiences with working with an object-oriented 
environment will be discussed, including specific examples of object-
oriented programming. In conclusion, the future of object-oriented 
techniques will be discussed. 
4 
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II. WHY IS OOP BECOMING POPJJT ,AR NOW? 
Before delving into the details of object-oriented programming, 
it probably worthwhile • IS to discuss why object-oriented 
programming is becoming such a buzzword of the 1980s. The object-
oriented paradigm has been around for a long time, well over twenty 
years. Why is this idea becoming so important right now? 
Cox [3] feels that the idea is becoming popular now, because it 
is time for it: "we are face-to-face with the software crisis 
ambitious software systems are generally too expensive, of 
insufficient quality, hard to schedule reliably, and nearly impossible 
to manage. It is time for a revolution in how we build software." 
[3:13] As Newburger [12] explains, the industry is just starting to 
realize the value of object-oriented programming. [12:42] Systems 
are becoming extremely complex and difficult to manage; this is 
giving people a reason to change. [12:42] In essence, a point has 
been reached where people are starting to recognize that something 
has to be done about the way software is developed. For many 
people, object-oriented programming looks like the solution. 
A more evident reason that companies are starting to 
investigate object-oriented programming is that commercial products 
have only become available recently. Many object-oriented systems 
were developed as a result of research projects. Only now are these 
products becoming available to a widespread population. Even now, 
I 
./ 
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according to New burger [ 12], no object-oriented language has been 
implemented yet in any practical way. [12:42] 
Gill [8] lists two additional reasons why object-oriented 
programming is becoming popular. Since object-oriented languages 
typically have poorer performance than traditional languages, only 
recently, with the improvements in hardware, can object-oriented 
programming even be considered. [8:72] Another reason is the rise 
in the popularity of Macintosh-like user interfaces, which are 
inherently object-oriented. [8:72]. Object-oriented systems allow for 
the development of these type of interfaces. 
Object-oriented pro'gramming is becoming popular because 
system development shops are almost being forced to look hard for 
another approach to developing software. Object-oriented 
programming, at least on the surface, seems to fit the bill. In 
addition!, companies now have the hardware capability and object-
oriented languages to take a look at it. 
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-III, WHAT IS OOP? 
The concepts of class and object previously discussed will be 
covered in more detail in this section. In addition, features of object-
oriented languages will be covered. 
First, the general concept of object-oriented programming will 
be discussed. According to Danforth and Tomlinson [ 4 ], object-
oriented programming evolv.ed from the notion of abstract data 
types (ADTs). An ADT is a set of values and operations. The idea is 
to structure programs around data abstractions rather than 
procedural abstractions. 
Ladd [ 11] stresses the evolution in programming techniques. 
He states that the last major software revolution, str11ctured 
programming, was a technique organized around functions. The 
object-oriented technique builds on this concept, but is a technique 
that is organized around data, not functions. [ 11: 103]. 
Cox [3] promotes being object-oriented as m·ore than just a 
coding technique. Object-oriented programming is really a code 
packaging technique. [3: 13] 
What is really behind this object-oriented idea? Central to the 
technique is the idea of class and object which has already been 
briefly discussed. A class is a grouping of similar objects. It contains 
a static description of the objects that are within that class. [7:60] 
Classes describe general characteristics of their objects. Classes can 
contain subclasses which inherit the characteristics of the higher 
7 
class, but which also have some specific characteristics of their own. 
This entire ide~ of class structure, grouping objects according to their 
similarities, is the backbone of object-oriented programming. 
The difference between a class and an object is sometimes 
confusing. A class is a static description of a set of objects; an object 
is an actual "instance" of a class. An object is created at run time, 
and only exists for the duration of the execution of an object-
oriented program. 
Danford and Tomlinson [4] state that objects are in a sense like 
people. [ 4:30-31] They have an identity, "self", that exists 
independent of changes over time, and they respond to requests 
addressed to them. In more general terms, an object is an 
abstraction of a real world thing. [ 15: 14] All objects within a 
particular ciass have the same characteristics and are subject t(o and 
confor1n to the same rules. [15:14] 
An object contains both data and the procedures that allow 
access to that data. Pinson and Wiener [14:8] list the types of data 
that are contained in a object. An object can contain private data, 
which is only accessible within that object, shared data, which is 
accessible by all objects within the object's class, and global data, 
which is accessible across all classes. [ 14:8]. An object also contains 
the procedures or "methods" for accessing its data. To gain access to 
the data within an object, a message is sent to the object, telling the 
object what to do. The object then chooses its most appropriate· 
method to respond to that message. 
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The concepts of object-oriented programming become much
 
clearer as the characteristics of an object-oriented language b
ecome 
..... 
understood. Just as no one seems to agree o
n the definition of 
object-oriented, there is no all inclusive list of what mak
es a 
language or programming approach object-oriented. The foll
owing 
characteristics are presented as an overview of 
what capabilities an 
object-oriented language might have. It is not meant to imply 
that a 
language without each and every one of these 
characteristics is not 
object-oriented, but more to give a complete understanding o
f the 
object-oriented approach. 
Inheritance 
Inheritance is one of the key characteristics 
of an object-
oriented approach. Inheritance takes adva
ntage of the class 
structure. It provides the capability of definin
g a subclass of an 
existing class, and having that subclass automa
tically "inherit" · the 
characteristics of the higher ("super") class. The subclass
 inherits 
from the superclass the description of both its d
ata and its methods. 
Note that a subclass may have a entire sequen
ce of classes from 
which it inherits. The subclass has access to al
l of its superclasses 
private data, shared data, and methods. . [14:79] 
A simple example of inheritance can be provided
 by continuing 
with Betsy, the cow that was used as an exa
mple of class/object 
structure in the introduction. Say a class of farm
 animals is created. 
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Farm animals have certain characteristics like for instance, they live 
on a farm. Things can be done with farm animals: for example, they 
can be sold, fed, counted, etc. Then, a subclass of farm animals called 
cows can be made. Automatically, a lot is known about cows, just by 
nature of the fact that something is known about farm animals. It is 
known that cows are fed, but maybe they are fed slightly differently 
than other farm animals. What is known about farm animals could 
then be ''modified'' with the specific thing known about cows. When 
Betsy is created as an instance of class cow, Betsy inherits all the 
things that can be done with both farm animals and cows. The 
unique things that identify Betsy, like her name, are values that are 
given to the data, that has been defined in the class structure of 
either farm animals or cows. 
Inheritance promotes reusability of code. Cox [2] states that 
inheritanc,! allows programmers to reference an existing class while 
developir1g, instead of always st~rting from scratch. [2:9] He 
mentions that it allows software to be developed by comparing it 
with sr,mething that is already familiar. [3:14] This technique, called 
''differential programming'', is often an app,r.oach programmers ( ) 
.I 
alrea,Jy try to use, but object-<Jriented environments make it much 
easier. Inheritance is also a tool for broadcasting code. [3:14] It 
allc,ws a change to be made at a high level, and for that change to be 
aµtomatically broadcast to all the subclasses. 
It is important to note that defining a subclass does not mean 
that the subclass absolutely has to inherit ,·a11 the characteristics of its 
superclasses. There may be a particular method in the superclass 
10 
that is not appropriate in the subclass. By simply redefining the 
method in the subclass, the implementation of the method in the 
superclass can be completely overridden, or just modified slightly. 
An object-oriented language can provide for the capability of 
single and multiple inheritance. Single inheritance is where a 
subclass can only have one direct parent, although that "parent" 
structure may go several levels. Floyd [7] mentions the idea of 
multiple inheritance, which means that a subclass can have more 
than one direct parent. [7 :61] 
Encapsulation 
Encapsulation is another key characteristic of an object-
oriented environment. Encapsulation is the idea that both data and 
procedures are encapsulated into one module. An object contains 
both its data and its methods to access that ,data. Pinson and Wiener 
[14:7] give 3 features of encapsulation: 
1. there is a clear boundary defining the scope of the 
object 
2. there is a well-defined interface to the object 
3. details of the object's functionality are private to it 
· Cox [3:14] states that what encapsulation does in effect is it 
puts a "wall around the data". [3:14] M~ssages to an object specify 
what should be done, the object decides on how the operation should 
', 
actually be performed. [3:14] The result of this is that software 
1. 1 
becomes more tolerant of change. [3: 14] Effects of a change are 
minimized by placing a wall of code around each piece of data. [2:9] 
Doler [6] states that encapsulation also reduces the interdependence 
of one part of the program on another. [6:17]. 
Abstraction 
Abstraction is an idea that has already been touched on 
indirectly. According to Pinson and Wiener [14], it is simply the idea 
that similar objects can be grouped together in classes. This concept 
allows for a "class description protocol". [14:7]. A class description 
protocol is a complete definition of all properties, features and 
messages of the class. [14:7] 
Polymorphism 
Pinson and Wiener [14] ~xplain polymorphism as the capability 
of sending the same message to different objects. [14:17] A message 
should be able to be sent, without worrying about what the object is 
that the message is being sent to. [ 14: 17] Pinson and Wiener's 
example of polymorphism is printing a piece of data. Something 
needs to be printed, but it should IJOt matter what that something is, 
for example whether it is an integer or a character. [14:17]. 
Polymorphism allows the message "print" to be sent to an object, and 
12 
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then the object decides what method to use to print itself, based on 
its class description. 
According to Floyd [7], polymorphism promotes extendibility 
and flexibility. [7:61] A single message can elicit different responses 
from different classes. [7 :61] The same message can be sent to 
different objects, and the objects respond uniquely through dynamic 
binding. [7 :60] 
Dynamic Bindin~ 
This feature of object-oriented systems allows some of the 
already mentioned characteristics to be implemented. Dynamic 
binding means that the object selects the actual method that will be 
executed and how it will be executed at run time, not at compilation 
time. 
Messa"e Passing 
Message passing has already been mentioned indirectly, but it 
is important to reemphasize this feature of object-oriented 
programming._ This is the way that functions or actions on data are 
initiat~d. Message passing is simply the process of sending a 
message to an object, requesting it to do something. Jeffery [10:78] 
1 3 
states that a message may request one or more of 3 things of an 
object: 
1. to modify itself 
2. to perform some function 
3. to return a value 
Message passing is what allows bjects to communicate with 
~ 
each other. Everything that is per med in an object-oriented 
environment is done so by passing a message to an object. 
Garba2e Collection 
This is a capability that some object-oriented languages 
provide. Garbage collection takes the responsibility off the 
programmer to "clean up" after a program, and moves that 
responsibility to the object-oriented language itself. Garbage 
collection is just a process by which memory is deallocated for 
objects that will no longer be used. [7 :61] 
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IV, OBJECJ' ORJRN'IED VS. STRUCI'URED 1ECHNIQUES 
In the following section several ways in which object-oriented 
programming differs from traditional (structured) programming will 
be discussed. When object-oriented programming is compared with 
structured programming, it may become even clearer as to what 
object-oriented means. 
From the view of the pro~rammer 
According to Soat [ 17], in an object-oriented world, the 
"programmer's function is more one of modifying objects when to act 
than repeatedly detailing each action." [ 17 :73] The programmer 
spends the majority of the time simply modifying things that have 
already been done, or building on them. Cox [2] introduces the idea 
of consumers and suppliers of code. [2: 13] Programmers may 
become divided into those who write the actual object/class 
·structure and basic building blocks of methods (the suppliers), and 
those who take those components and put them together to build an 
application (the consumers). 
·' 
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Structure of and interaction with data 
The differences between · object-oriented and traditional 
methods in the way data is structured and used may be the most 
significant differences between the two approaches. Soat [ 17] 
describes the way in which the data is structured in each approach. 
In an object-oriented environment, an object contains both data and 
instructions to interact with its data. [17:73] Both are put together 
in the same module. In a structured, or traditional approach, the 
concepts of data and instructions a·re completely separate. [ 17 :73] 
Jeffery [ 10] provides a concise description of the differences in 
interaction with data in the two approaches. In a traditional 
language, data is passive, and is manipulated by active procedures. 
[10:77] In an object-oriented approach, data is requested to 
manipulate itself. [10:77] Pinson and )Viener [ 14] explain the 
difference in terms of what is sent. In a structured language, data 
(parameters), are sent to an action or procedure. [14:23]. In an 
object-oriented language, an action (message), is sent to data, and the 
object containing that data responds in a particular way. [14:23] 
Encapsulation 
Pinson and Wiener [ 14] describe the difference in how the two 
approaches implement the concept of encapsulation. Encapsulation 
in an object-oriented environment is implemented through the 
1 6 
object. [ 14:24-25] The object contains both data and instructions. In 
implemented • IS • programming, encapsulation structured th
rough 
something like library software components which are not 
protected 
from something incorrect to be sent to them. [14:24-25] 
Reusability 
Pinson and Wiener [14] describe the way in which the two 
approaches differ in reusability or the ability to draw on 
existing 
capability. In object-oriented development, many solutions consist 
of simply adding capability to existing subclasses. [ 14:28]. Object-) 
oriented approaches take advantage of existing capability {wherever 
possible, thus creating a high level of reusability. In a s
tructured 
approach, existing capability cannot really be drawn on 
without 
redundant storage of copies of procedures. [14:28]. 
In addition, traditional programming has a tendency to foc
us 
on a specific task. Code is written to be efficient in perform
ing that 
task, and application of that code to problems other than its
 original 
intent is cumbersome. [14:23] Since the capability has been defined 
in such detail, it is often difficult to reuse anything, m
ore than 
making a copy of it somewhere and completely modifying it
 to fit a 
new task. In object-oriented programming, things are looked at 
more generally. Just by the structure of the classes
, numerous 
methods can be inherited aqtomatically, and any minor cha
nges a.re 
simple to make. 
1 7 
Passin& objects versus passin2 records 
Pinson and Wiener [ 14] make an interesting distinction 
between the items that are being passed in both languages. In an 
object-oriented language, a passed object can only be accessed as is 
specified in the object's protocol. [14:28] Nothing can be done to that 
object if it has not already been established that it is an allowable 
task. In a structured approach, however, a passed record can be 
accessed in any way. [14:28] Therefore, the data becomes 
unprotected. 
An example 
Cox provides a clear example of some of the differences 
between object-oriented and traditional programming by using the 
example of a electronic mailbox. [2: 10-11] A mailbox contains 
different types of documents: memos, files, messages, envelopes, etc. 
All of these items have some things in common, but they are all 
different in some ways. Suppose a program is to be developed to 
show a summary report of what is in a particular mailbox. In 
traditional programming, the correct functions would have to be 
chosen to remove the needed information from each item in the 
mailbox. Typically this would be implemented by going through a 
series of tests: if it is this type of item, call this function to extract the 
information. But this type of approach quickly produces an 
1 8 
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implementation that is difficult to change. What if a new type of 
item could be in the mailbox? Then anywhere there was a series of 
tests like the one above, modifications would have to be made, 
including a test for the new type of item. In an object-oriented 
system only the message "display summary" would have to be sent 
to the mailbox. It does not really matter how the summary is going 
to be done, just the results are needed. Within the description of the 
mailbox, predefined methods of how information could be gotten 
from each item would already be written. This method of 
encapsulation, protects the system from changes. Adding a new type 
of item to the mailbox now has no effect on the summary report 
system that was developed; the message "display summary" is still 
sent. [2:10-11] 
19 
V, WHY USE AN OBJECT ORTEN'IED APPROACH? 
This section will emphasize the advantages and benefits to 
using an object-oriented approach in software development. 
Cox [3] asserts the benefits of object-oriented approaches to be 
as great as the improvements seen in hardware over the past few 
years. Cox reminds us of how dramatically hardware productivity 
has increased: for each of the last 20 years, the productivity of 
hardware has doubled, providing a million-fold • gain 
(2 **20= 1,048,578). [2:26] Certainly, software productivity has 
increased since the days of writing assembly language, but it 
definitely has not increased to the degree that hardware has. [2:26] 
Up to now, software has pretty much been developed in the same 
way; choosing statements and putting them together to make a 
program. [3: 13] In fact, once a programmer has worked in one 
language, learning another one is easy, since the concepts are exactly 
the same. What Cox [3] is suggesting with object-oriented 
programming is that the software industry might be able to obtain 
some of the benefits that the silicon chip has brought to the 
hardware industry: "the ability of a supplier to deliver a tightly 
encapsulated unit of functionality that is specialized for its intended 
function, yet independent of any particular application". [3: 14] 
Cox· has copyrighted the idea of ''software ICs'' (similar to 
electronic ''integrated circuits''). Through this concept, Cox asserts 
several benefits of using an object-oriented approach. An object can 
20 
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be designed and developed as a stand-alone item, without any 
knowledge of any particular application. [2:26] An object can be 
, / 
tested and documented to much higher standards; since the object 
will be continually reused, more effort in testing and documentation 
is justified. [2:26] The concept of "marketed software ICs" could 
tremendously help the application backlog. [2:26] However, it may 
be difficult to protect ''property rights'' for something that can be 
easily copied. 
Reusability is definitely one of the key benefits of using an 
object-oriented approach. Developing applications is now more one 
of choosing the appropriate components to put together, as electronic 
engineers do, rather than starting from scratch. Because these 
components, or objects, are reusable, there is a minimum amount of 
new coding that is required in application developmento [ 13 :22] And 
since these objects are reused, they are tested over and over again, 
which may help in producing more correct code. [13:22] 
The inherent modularity of object-oriented 
• programming 
provides significant benefits to using this approach. Modularity (and 
reusability) allow large complex systems to be built and maintained 
that may not be 
Modularity allows 
feasible with a traditional approach. [13:22] 
\ 
changes to the system to be made more easily, 
since the system is isolated from changes to code and the way that 
the data is actually stored. [ 10:77] The system is isolated from 
changes mostly due to the fact that in the object-oriented world, a 
"program" does not have direct access to data. If the program did 
21 
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have direct access to the data and the elements of that data changed, 
the program with direct access would not work. [ 11: 106] 
, 
From an application programming viewpoint, the benefits may 
be tremendous. According to Soat [ 17], there are three advantages to 
• 
using object-oriented approach • In of application an terms 
development: (i) object-oriented programming facilitates smaller 
modules (due to the inherent modularity of the system); (ii) more 
generalized code; (iii) easier tailoring of application to specific 
functions, by building on what is already there. [17:75] Large 
projects can now be divided up, and application programmers can 
work almost independently. [10:77] According to Doler [6], object-
oriented approaches may also allow for more rapid prototyping and 
interactive design. [6:17] 
According to Bobrow [ 1], the biggest advantage from the 
programming standpoint, is that object-oriented environments allow 
for "exploratory programming". [1 :41] This is where the 
specification/design of a solution and the progr3:m to implement that 
solution evolve together. [ 1 :41] Bobrow states that speed and 
simplicity sum up the benefits of programming in an object-oriented 
environment. [1 :41] Productivity is dramatically increased due to 
reusability, which is possible due to the following object-oriented 
features: separation of operations from the implementation of the 
operations; ability to build extensions to existing software; and the 
ability to "combine bundles of behavior". [ 1 :41] 
From the user's standpoint, an object-oriented system may look 
completely different from a traditionally built system. Many object-
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• 
oriented languages allow for the development of much better user 
interfaces, similar to the popular user interf a·ce of many of the 
software packages for the Apple Macintosh. Some commercial 
object-oriented languages available today are being marketed as 
easier ways to build MS Windows applications. The user could very 
well perceive a much more reliable system, which can adapt to 
changes in the environment with relative ease. 
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VI, THE PRQBLEMS WITH OBJECT-ORTEN'I'ED PROGRAMMING 
So far, object-oriented programming sounds great! So why isn't 
everyone using object-oriented coding techniques? A few reasons 
have already been mentioned as to why people are only starting to 
look at object-oriented techniques now: packages are just starting to 
be~ome available; PC technology has improved. But there have to be 
other reasons why everyone is not immediately embracing this 
concept. 
To begin with, the concept of object-oriented programming is 
not an easy one to understand. In a world where programmers have 
been trained to develop systems in basically one particular way, 
taking a completely different viewpoint on development is a radical 
change. To think the "object-oriented way", requires a completely 
different mind-set. [8:76] In fact, those who have never 
programmed before would probably have a better chance of 
understanding object-oriented programming than those who have 
years of experience developing programs. The investment in 
training is significant. It is not a simple matter of picking up a 
manual and looking up syntax. Just reading about the concepts is 
difficult enough, and one really cannot get a full appreciation for 
everything involved until after starting to use an object-oriented 
system. According to Pace r 13], it takes "between a month and six 
weeks of fairly conscious effort before you feel comfortable in the 
object-oriented environment". [ 13 :23] r 
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Soat [17] states that the problems with object-oriented 
programming are the difficulties • 10 getting object-oriented 
programming into the real world of application programming. First, 
object-oriented systems typically require a lot of processing power. 
[ 17 :7 4] Second, it is difficult to integrate existing file structures with 
new objects, due to the vast difference in concepts. [ 17 :7 4] 
Zachman [20] feels that software developers should all be 
careful not to expect object-oriented programming to solve all the 
productivity problems. [20:89] Zachman thinks there are too many 
obstacles to providing the ideal environment; one where the most 
imaginably complex systems could be built out of definitions of less 
complex objects. [20:89] He states that no object-oriented language 
is general enough; each one is constrained by the particular 'toolkit' 
of the language. [20:89] In addition, requirements in the real world 
are often too complex to appropriately use an object-oriented 
approach. [20:89] 
Object-oriented programming is definitely becoming a well 
known term. As people become more familiar with the concepts, and 
" object-oriented languages are developed with. more of a 
marketability factor than a research one, many of these problems 
may fade. 
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VII, OBJRCT-ORTEN'I'ED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Essentially, the object-oriented • programming languages 
available today fall into one of two categories: pure or hybrid. A 
pure object-oriented programming language is one where the entire 
programming environment is completely made up of objects (e.g. 
Smalltalk). Everything in the environment is an object. Goldberg 
[13] sees this as the only way true uniformity of methodology and 
coding styles can be achieved without giving up anything that object-
oriented has to offer. [13:20] The second category of object-oriented 
programming languages is hybrid, where object-oriented concepts 
are incorporated into or built on top of a conventional language (e.g. 
C++, Objective C). In this approach, traditional programming is at the 
lowest levels and object-oriented programming is at the higher 
levels. [13:20] According to Cox [3] the benefit of this type of 
language is that one can take advantage of the reusability and ( 
I 
productivity of the object-oriented language, while still maintaining 
the efficiency of the traditional language. [3: 14] These languages 
may also be a little easier to incorporate into the mainstream of 
currently used languages. 
' 
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Smalltalk 
Smalltalk was developed in the early 1970s by the Xerox 
Corporation at their Palo Alto Research Center. Researchers there 
developed a workstation that contained pull down menus, 
overlapping windows, and icons. To implement these ideas they 
developed a new language, Smalltalk. [18:42]. It may not be 
surprising then, that Smalltalk greatly influenced the development of 
the user interface for the Macintosh. [17:73] 
According to Pinson and Wiener [ 14], Smalltalk is the language 
most consistent with the definition of object-oriented. [14:29] 
Pinson and Wiener [14] state that Smalltalk is more than an object-
oriented language; it • IS "an extensive program development 
environment". [14:30] The entire system consists of objects; 
everything from a window to a "dictionary" to a number is 
implemented as an object in the Smalltalk environment. In the 
Smalltalk environment one has access to all of the source code 
behind every object; therefore it is an ideal environment ··10 see 
object-orientedness in action. According to Cox [2], this is the big 
advantage of Smalltalk - it is consistent. [2:31] Changes in Smalltalk 
can be tested rapidly, since Smalltalk is interpretive. [14:33] 
Smalltalk may not be the most practical system today, 
however. Smalltalk has a very unique syntax, increasing the already 
steep object-oriented learning curve. · [ 11: 106] Changes to the 
system are easy, but according to Cox [2] it is difficult to coordinate 
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changes among several members of a development team. [2:7] Since 
Smalltalk is interpretive, it does typically run slower than other 
languages. 
Cox states that the biggest value of Smalltalk up to this point 
has been in introducing concepts that are then implemented in other 
languages. [2:30] Recently, however it has started to be considered 
as a system that can be practically used in application development, 
with the increased power of PCs. [2:30] 
In later sections of this thesis, Smalltalk will be discussed in 
great detail, along with examples of programming in Smalltalk. 
Eiffel 
Eiffel provides a complete object-oriented environment, and 
has many object-oriented characteristics such as inheritance, 
dynamic binding, and garbage collection. [7:62] Eiffel may be more 
portable than most pure object-oriented languages since it generates 
C as intermediate code. [7 :62] Eiffel currently is restricted to the 
Unix operating system environment. 
I 
Actor 
Actor is very simtlar to Smalltalk, in that it provides for 
inheritance, encapsulation, message sending, and polymorphism. 
[7:62]. It also has incorporated into the system an entire set of 
classes, like Smalltalk. [7:62] One benefit of Actor is its consistency 
in its paradigm. [12:38] The goal of developing Actor was to provide 
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a fast environment for prototyping and quick designing, once one 
becomes familiar with the tools. [12:36] 
HYBRID OBJECf-ORIENrl'ED LANGUAGES 
C++ 
C++ was developed by AT&T Bell Labs in the early 1980s. 
[14:30] The language adds extensions to the C language like the 
concepts of polymorphism and inheritance. [14:30] All memory 
management and garbage collection is left to the programmer. [7:62] 
The idea with C++ is to enhance the C language. 
Objective C 
Developed by Productivity Products International in 1978, 
Objective C may be slightly closer to Smalltalk. [14:30] It provides 
dynamic binding, inheritance, and polymorphism. (7 :64]. It also 
provides a class library similar to Smalltalk. [7 :64] Objective C is 
more of an extension to the C environment than C++, which is more of 
an enhancement to the C language. 
C talk 
C_talk was developed by CNS, a firm specializing in high-tech 
medical equipment, because they liked Smalltalk, but could not live 
with its performance. [16:24] C_talk has a preprocessor than turns 
the object-oriented code into C, thereby gaining performance 
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advantages, but losing dynamic binding. [ 16:24]. It has a 
window/browsing system similar to Smalltalk. [16:24] 
Extensions to Lisp 
Lisp has several object-oriented extensions. CommonLoops, 
developed at Xerox, is the extension to Lisp that is most like 
Smalltalk. [19:148] It has built in classes and supports multiple 
inheritance. [19: 148] ObjectLISP has some features that make it a 
promising extension to Lisp. [19:146]. It has no special syntax for 
sending messages, making a relatively easy language to understand. 
[ 19: 146] It allows creation and modification of objects as a program 
is running, and inheritance happens dynamically. [19:146] 
Simula 
An object-oriented extension to Algol 60, Simula was 
developed by Dahl and Nygard in 1966. [ 4:30] It appears that the 
origin of object-oriented programming concepts is the Simula 
simulation language. The ideas of Simula were refined and further 
developed during the research on Smalltalk. (Q~, 
contribution to object-oriented programminbs 
[ 4:30] Simula's 
its set of built-in 
objects for simulation modeling. [7:64] 
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VIII. AN OBJECT-ORIEN'IED APPJ ,!CATION 
So far, a lot of time has been spent discussing object-oriented 
programming in terms of the concepts, the characte
ristics of an 
object-oriented language, the differences between this approach and . 
a more traditional approach, and the advantages and 
disadvantages 
of object-oriented • programming. Although a fairly complete 
overview of object-oriented programming has been presented, the 
concept may still feel a little foreign. The remaining s
ections of this 
thesis will discuss an enhancement that was made to a
n application 
in the Smalltalk object-oriented 
• programming environment . 
Although not the same as doing it oneself, providing s
ome detailed 
examples behind the concepts should solidify the und
erstanding of 
object-oriented programming. 
The scope of this thesis was to make enhancement
s to an 
existing implementation in the Smalltalk environment. T
he Smalltalk 
environment that was worked with had classes a
nd methods 
implemented for simulation applications. Although a fa
irly complete 
simulation environment had been provided, there was 
no capability 
to collect data or report on statistics concerning the sim
ulation, such 
as average waiting time in the queue, server utilizatio
n, etc. The 
scope of this thesis was to add data collection an
d statistical 
reporting to the existing simulation classes in Smalltalk. 
Simulation, as a concept, fits well into the object-oriented 
programming environment. As mentioned in the 
discussion on 
3 1 
Simula, object-oriented concepts appear to have started with the 
development of the Simula simulation language. As an example of a 
simulation, take the simulation of a job shop, which will be the 
example used throughout the final sections of this ·paper. Jobs 
arriving to the job shop are individual objects (instances of a class) 
that do things like arrive, acquire machines (resources), and leave. 
Things are known about jobs, like how long they remain in the job 
shop until they are finished. The machines that these jobs acquire 
are also objects; they can do things like make themselves available, 
and things are known about them, like whether they are busy or not. 
Object-oriented • programming allowed data collection and 
statistical reporting capabilities to be added to the simulation classes 
in Smalltalk easily. Statistics in a simulation are really just things 
known about objects in the system Uobs, machines, etc.). The 
changes that were made to adcJ the capability to collect data and 
report on statistics were done j·ust by adding some instance variables 
(data about objects) to existing class definitions, and providing 
methods where needed to collf!Ct and report on those values. 
In the following sections, detail on these changes will be 
presented, while pointing ,.>ut the application of some important 
p 
object-oriented concepts. I~inally, some observations on what it is 
really like to program in a.n object-oriented world will be presented. 
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IX. AN IN'I'RODUCTION TO SMAI ,I ,TALK 
Since Smalltalk has such a unique syntax, it is worthwhile to 
spend some time covering the basics of Smalltalk and how object-
oriented techniques are implemented in this language, before delving 
into specific examples of Smalltalk code. For a more complete 
explanation of the Smalltalk language than what is presented here, 
please see the text by Goldberg and Robson, SMALLTALK-80 The 
Lan1:ua~e and Its Implementation, Xerox Corporation, 1983, [9] from 
which most of the following section is taken. 
Objects and Classes in Smalltalk 
- Smalltalk implements the concepts of class and object as were 
discussed in earlier sections of this thesis. A class is a set of objects. 
It describes the form of the memory ( or data) of its objects ( or 
instances) and also details how operations are carried out. Smalltalk 
comes with a complete hierarchy of classes. Objects in Smalltalk are 
instances, created at run time, of a class. They consist of a private 
memory ( or data) and a set of operations to access that data. 
Everything in Smalltalk is an object; for example, the number 3, a 
dictionary, or an array. 
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Methods and Yariables 
Methods in Smalltalk are the operations associated with an 
object. They are the procedures to access the object's data. Smalltalk 
also has primitive methods, which are the most basic operations; e.g. 
mathematical functions. 
Variables, or the memory of an object, can be private or 
shared. Private variables are only available to that object. Shared 
variables can be accessed by multiple objects. 
Assignment of variables to values is a interesting concept in 
the object-oriented Smalltalk environment. 
following statement: 
As an example, the 
quantity := 19 
means: "the variable named quantity should now refer 
to the object representing the number 19" 
There are special variables in Smalltalk called pseudo-
variables. These are the variables nil, true, and false. These 
variables refer to an object, but cannot be changed. 
Messa&es 
Messages in Smalltalk have basically three components: the 
receiver, the selector, and the argument. The receiver is the object 
that the message is being sent to. The selector is the name for the 
type of interaction in the message. The argument(s) are additional 
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objects in the message. Take this simple example message: 3+4. 
What this message is doing is sending the message "+" (the selector) 
to the object representing the number 3 (the receiver), with the 
argument being the object representing the number 4. 
Multiple messages can be sent to the same object by separating 
them with a semicolon. 
', 
After being sent a message, an object always returns 
something. It usually returns some result of the method that was 
performed due to the message that was sent, or may just send 
notification that the process is complete. 
There are many concepts and unique syntax that could be 
discussed at this point, but it is more appropriate to begin discussing 
the specific simulation enhancements made for data accumulation 
and statistical reporting. 
explained as needed. 
Additional concepts and syntax will be 
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X, BNHANCF,MENTS TO THE SMAJ1J,TAT,K SIMIB,ATION CLASSES 
This section will cover all the enhancements that were made to 
the Smalltalk environment to facilitate data collection and statistical 
calculation and reporting. First, an overview of the simulation 
classes and how a simulation in Smalltalk runs will be presented to 
lay the groundwork for discussion of the enhancements. Next, the 
changes that were made for data collection and statistical calculation 
will be presented. Finally, the implementation of the reporting 
capabilities will be discussed. The version of Smalltalk used for this 
implementation is SmalltalkN from Digitalk, Inc. 
It is assumed at this point that the reader has some 
background 
simulations. 
and understanding • ID the area of discrete event 
The Simulation 
Simulation is implemented in Smalltalk through a series of 
classes. The classes of interest are: 
Simulation Class Simulation is provided to 
manage tt1e overall flow of the 
simulatio11 and t~ schedule actions 
. acc·ording to simulated time. An 
instance of class Simulation has a 
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JobShop 
Sim u Ia tio·n Object 
EventMonitor 
ref ere nee to a group of simulation 
objects, keeps track of the current 
simulated time, and has a 
reference to a queue of scheduled 
events (the "event queue"). 
Job Shop is a subclass of class 
Sim u I at ion. It is the class that 
provides methods unique to the 
simulation of a job shop. It will be 
• 
IS that used the example 
throughout the rest of this thesis. 
Specifically, methods are provided 
for defining the resources to be 
used in the simulation, and the 
arrival rate of simulation objects 
(in this case, jobs). 
Class SimulationObject provides 
a general sequence where an 
object enters the simulation, 
performs its tasks, and leaves.· 
The EventMonitor class provides 
methods to collect information on 
what is happening to simulation 
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" 
Job 
Resource 
objects, so· that a trace of the 
simulation can be printed. It is 
implemented as a subclass of 
SimulationObj ect. 
Job • IS a subclass of 
Event Monitor that provides 
specific methods 
simulation objects 
for 
• 
ID 
the 
the 
simulation JobShop. It primarily 
defines the tasks that a job needs 
to carry out before leaving the 
simulation. It is implemented as a 
subclass of EventMonitor so that 
a trace can be done on instances of 
the Job class. 
Class Resource provides general 
methods for initializing resources 
for a simulation and providing 
available resources to simulation 
objects who request them. A.n 
instance of class Resource has a 
reference to a waiting queue of 
pending requests for service. 
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C 
Resource Provider This subclass class • IS of a 
Resource. It has additional 
· methods for adding requests to 
the waiting queue, and providing 
resources 
available. 
as they become 
To start and run a simulation in Smalltalk, only a few messages 
need to be sent. A 'test' class was implemented in the class structure 
of Smalltalk, which provided methods for running simulations. A 
portion of the Test method test4, which is the method that runs the 
simulation used as the example, follows: 
test4 
"this method will create a temporary variable 
aSimulation to hold the reference to the current 
simulation, and will start, run, and finish the 
simulation" 
I aSimulation I 
aSimulation := JobShop new startUp. 
[aSimulation time < 300] 
whileTrue:[aSimulation proceed.]. ,, 
aSimulation finishUp. 
What this method does first is create a temporary variable 
aSimulation to hold the reference to the current simulation. Then 
this object is set to ref ere nee a new instance of the class Job Shop 
( which is created by sending the class Job Shop the message new). 
This object referencing a Job Shop is then sent the message start Up, 
which begins the simulation. While the simulated time is less than 
300 time units, the simulation is sent the message p roe e ed. When 
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the simulation runs as long as specified, it is sent the 
message 
finish Up. \/ / 
Starting up a simulation involves basically three activitie
s. 
First, the simulation notifies class Resource rr a
nd class 
SimulationObject that it is now the current simulation. Next, 
instances of class ResourceProvider are created, to allow
 for the 
availability of resources. Finally, the arrival sch·edule of si
mulation 
objects (in this case, jobs) is determined. A job's arrival is scheduled 
according to a particular probability distribution. 
As jobs arrive to the job shop, they determine how many 
machines they need to finish their job and in what order those 
machines are needed. A job then requests its first needed machine, 
and determines how long it needs that machine. This requ
est goes 
into the pending queue of requests for that particular mach
ine. If 
the machine is available, resources are provided tf) the job through 
the p r o v i d e R e s o u r c e s instance method o
f class 
ResourceProvider. When the job is finished with the machine, 
available reso11rces are increased, and the job mc,ves on and requests 
the next machine it needs. When a job finisl1es with a particular 
machine and releases it, the machine looks in its queue to se
e if any 
other jobs are waiting for service. If no jobs are waiting, the 
machine becomes idle. If jobs are waiting, the machine removes the 
first waiting : job in the queue that can b,e . served with currently 
available resources, and provides service. Jobs continue to a
rrive to 
the JobShop, and machines continue to provide service, u
ntil the 
simulated time goes past the time originally specified 
· as the 
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simulation length. Then the simulation is sent the message 
finishUp, which empties out the event queue (so there are no more 
scheduled events). 
The Statistics 
The data collection and statistical calculation that was added to 
the simulation classes will be presented here by detailing what was 
changed. First, the data collection and statistical calculation for 
values based on observation will be covered. Then the data 
collection and statistical calculation for time-persistent values (those 
that are dependent on some amount of time) will be presented. It is 
important to realize that the way in which the data for these 
statistics was collected would apply to any simulation run in the 
Smalltalk environment. Many references will be made to the 
JobShop simulation, but this is for ease of explanation only. What are 
presented here are only the portions of the class protocols that were 
changed in the Smalltalk classes. Appendix A contains complete class 
protocol descriptions for those classes of interest. 
( 
TIME IN SYSTEM 
The first thing to keep track of is the time each job spends in 
the system. From this information, things can be determined such as 
on the average, how long jobs take to get through the job shop, and 
what the shortest time and longest time to get -through the job shop 
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are. To collect system duration data, the length of time each job was 
in the job shop needs to be computed, and that value stored 
somewhere, so that after all the job durations are collected, the 
average time, etc., can be computed. 
Smallt~lk provides a complete series of "collection" classes that 
are basic data structures used to store groups of objects. Methods 
are provided for adding to a collection, 
• 
removing objects, 
determining if an object is in the collection, determining how many 
elements are in the collection, and numerous other functions. Type 
of collections (subclasses of class Collection) are things like arrays, 
bags, sets, and dictionaries. The differences in the protocol for these 
subclasses are the nature in which their elements (objects) are 
added, whether or not the elements can be accessed by keys, and 
how objects in the collection are removed. For the collection of the 
objects referring to the times jobs spent in the job shop, the B a g 
class was the most appropriate. A Bag is a collection of unordered 
elements, in which duplicates are allowed. Since it did not matter in 
what order the duration times were saved, and because there was a 
possibility of two or more jobs taking the exact same time in the 
system, using the Bag class, whose instances have these 
characteristics, seemed appropriate. So, it was advantageous to use 
the class protocol for a Bag , but also needed was some way to 
calculate statistics on what was stored in the bag. The class 
StatsBag was created as a subc.lass of Bag, providing additional 
methods for computing statistics on the objects in the bag. This 
allowed anything created as an instance of St at s Bag to take 
~-2 
· advantage (through inheritance) of those methods in class Bag. In 
addition, StatsBag would have the statistic calculation methods. 
A new instance variable was added to class Simulation called 
duration. duration would be used to store the values for each job's 
time in the system. To create duration as an instance of StatsBag, 
the Simulation method initialize was modified. The initialize 
method is invoked through one of the messages being sent as part of 
, 
the startUp Simulation method. Within the initialize method are 
various initialization tasks, · such as setting the current simulated time 
to zero and creating the event queue. Another statement was added 
to the initialize method: duration : = StatsBag new. This created 
an instance of the class StatsBag, where duration times could be 
stored. 
To collect the time each job was in the system, the time when 
the job entered the simulation and the time when it left need to be 
observed. The class SimulationObject has an instance variable 
called entryTime which refers to the object containing the time a 
. 
simulation object entered the simulation. Since each job that enters 
the job shop is created as an instance of class Job which is a subclass 
of SimulationObject, it inherits this 'variable through the class 
structure. · When a simulation object leaves a simulation, it sends the 
message exit: to the active simulation. To calculate the duration 
tirr1e at this point, the method that is executed when the message 
- exit: is sent, was modified: 
.. 
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exit: anObject 
duration add: currentTime - anObject entryTime 
This method sends the message entryTime to anObject; this 
returns the time the object entered the simulation. In the example, 
an Object refers to a particular instance of class Job. This time is 
subtracted from the currentTime (a Simulation instance variable 
representing the current simulated time). The result is sent as the 
argument of the message add: to duration. The StatsBag instance 
duration receives the message add:. Using the Bag method add: 
through inheritance, the time the job spent in the system is added to 
the StatsBag duration. 
When the simulation is finished, statistics are to be calculated 
on all these stored duration values. Methods were added to the 
StatsBag protocol to facilitate this: 
prin tS ta ts On: a Stream 
"this will compute the available StatsBag statistics and 
print them " 
self average. 
self stdDeviation. 
self min. 
self max. 
_/ 
The argument aStream that is received by this method is to 
facilitate printing of th~ statistics and will be discussed later. 
First, the message average is sent to the object self, which is a 
reference to the instance of StatsBag itself (in this case, duration). 
duratjon (self) receives the message average and invokes the 
StatsBag method average: 
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D 
average 
"compute the average of the elements in the Bag" 
self size = 0 iffrue: [avg := 0] 
itFalse: [avg := self total / self size.]. 
"avg 
What this method does is first determine if there are any 
elements in the Bag, by sending the message size to self. The result 
of this message is the number of elements in the Bag. If there are 
not any elements in the Bag, the average is set to zero, to avoid a 
divide by zero error. If there are elements in the Bag, the message 
total is sent to self (the instance, duration) and that result is 
divided by the result of sending the message size to self. Sending 
total invokes the total method that was added as part of the 
StatsBag protocol, which simply totals the values in the bag. The 
message size invokes the method size in the class protocol of class 
Bag. The value of the average is then returned with "avg. 
Calculation of the standard deviation, minimum value, and 
maximum value, are performed in a similar way. Please see 
Appendix A for descriptions of the appropriate StatsBag methods. 
By defining StatsBag as a subclass of Bag, it was possible to 
take advantage of what had already been done in the definition of 
the Bag class through inheritance. The functionality of finding the 
number of elements in the collection, or of adding elements into the 
collection did not need to be rewritten. Methods for data collection 
and statistic calculation were added as needed. 
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TIME IN QUEUE 
Queue duration in very similar to the idea of system duration, 
except in this case, information on waiting times for each queue 
associated with each machine is to be collected. Once again, a 
StatsBag concept seems appropriate. queueDuration is established 
as an instance variable of class Resource, similar to the instance 
variable duration for class Simulation. When resources are first 
initialized as a simulation is started up, there is a series of messages 
that is sent to set up the resources. Ultimately the Resource method 
- setName:aString dispatchingBy:aRule - is invoked. This 
method establishes the name of the resource and initializes the 
instance variables associated with the resource. The statement 
queueDuration:=StatsBag new was added to this method to set 
the instance variable queueDuration to reference a newly created 
instance of StatsBag. 
Like system duration for objects, it is necessary to catch when 
the object leaves; in this case, when it leaves the waiting queue for 
the resource. When resources become available for a machine, the 
waiting queue is checked, and if the amount needed by the first job 
waiting can be satisfied, it is removed from the queue. The relevant 
portion of the ResourceProvider method that processes this is: 
provide Resources 
anEvent := pending removeFirst. 
self collectStat: (ActiveSimulation time -
anEvent condition entryTime) 
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What this method does • 1s remove the first entry from the 
collection pending (which is an ordered collection of the pending 
requests of jobs for the machine). Associated with this waiting 
request is a "condition" stating the amount of a particular resource 
that is needed for a particular job. This condition is implemented as 
an instance of class StaticResource which is a subclass of class 
SimulationObject. Since SimulationObject has an instance 
variable, entry Time, StaticResource inherits this variable. 
Therefore, the time when the condition was created is known; i.e. 
when the request went into the queue. That entry time (the time the 
request went into the queue) is subtracted from the current time 
(which is determined by sending the active simulation the message 
time) to determine the length of time that request sat in the queue 
for this resource. This result is sent as an argument with the 
message collectStat: to self. This invokes the ResourcePrc,vider 
method collectStat: 
collects tat: amount 
queueDuration add: amount. 
This will then add the amount of time spent in the queue into 
the StatsBag instance, queueDuration, that corresponds to this 
· resource. 
When the simulation is fini_shed, statistics for the queue for 
each resource need to be calculated. So, this message is sent: 
resources do: [:eachl each computeDurStatsOn: aStream] 
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resources is a simulation instance variable which has a 
reference to each resource in the simulation. So, to each one of those, 
the message computeDurStatsOn: is sent, which will invoke the 
resource method: 
computeDurStatsOn:aStream 
queueDuration printStatsOn: aStream. 
This method sends the message print St at s On: to 
queue Dur at ion associated with this particular resource. 
print St at s On: , and the additional methods to calculate average, . 
standard deviation, minimum value, and maximum value, were 
already implemented for the system duration, in StatsBag methods. 
This code can be reused just by sending this one message. Note that 
the use of the argument aStream will be explained in later sections. 
UTILIZATION 
Resource utilization is the first time-persistent statistic that 
will be discussed. First, it needs to be determined what information 
is needed about the resources that is not already known. An 
instance variable, busy, was added to class ResourceProvider to 
maintain the current value of busy (1) or not busy (0) for a 
particular instance of the class (in the example, a machine). A 
method was also added to the ResourceProvider class to return the 
current value of b u s y . By sending an instance of 
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Resource Provider (in the example a particular machine) the 
message busy, whether or not the machine is currently busy or not 
busy can be determined. 
Two instance variables were added to class Resource to collect 
information about the utilization of instances of class Resource. The 
variable utilization was added to collect values of the machine 
utilization over time. But, since utilization is a time-persistent 
statistic, not only it is necessary to save some value, it is also 
necessary to save the time for which that value persisted. The 
approach that was taken was to use a Dictionary, which is a 
collection of key/value pairs of objects. In this case, the key would 
be the time that the corresponding value was noted. To get the time 
over which this value persisted would be a process of taking the 
corresponding key for that value (the time when the value was 
taken), and subtracting the time when the most previous value was 
taken. This process should become evident as the collection of these 
values is discussed in more detail. The second instance variable that 
was added to class Resource was busyBag. This is created as an 
instance of class StatsBag. busyBag is used to store the values of 
busy as they change over time. The min and max methods of 
StatsBag can be invoked to determine whether the resource was 
always busy, never busy, or was both busy or not busy at various 
times during the simulation. 
The first method that was changed ·Nas the setName:aString 
dispatchingBy:aRule Resource method that was mentioned 
before. This is the method that takes care of setting · up initial 
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variables about a resource. 
method: 
The following were added to this 
utilization := Dictionary new. 
busyBag := StatsBag new. 
The primary method that utilizes these instance variables is 
the provideResources method in class ResourceProvider. This 
method is invoked as a result of a message being sent to the resource 
instance for one of two reasons: a request has been made for a 
resource, or a resource has been released and resources are made 
available. The portion of the method of interest is: 
provide Resources 
pending isEmpty 
iffrue: [self saveUtil. busy := 0. self collectBusyStat] 
ifFalse: [busy = 0 iffrue: [self saveUtil. 
busy := 1. self collectBusyStat]. 
What this part of the method is doing is first determining why 
this method was invoked, and then collecting information as 
If pending (the waiting queue) is empty, then 
Then the 
appropriate. 
resources were just released and became available, but there is no 
one waiting for those resources. Therefore the resource becomes 
idle. So, the message saveUtil is sent to self, to save the time and 
value of the resource utilization, before it changes. 
resource is set to O (not ,busy). Then, the message collectBusyStat 
is sent to self, which will store the value of busy in the busyBag. 
However, if pending has something in it, then either resources were 
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released, or a request was made for the resources. If the ma
chine is 
currently not busy, then a request was made for the machin
e and it 
is available, so it becomes busy. The current time and the 
value of 
busy are saved by sending the message save U ti I. Then 
the 
machine is set to 1 (busy), and that value is noted in busyBag by 
sending the message collectBusyStat. If the queue was not 
empty, 
and the machine was busy, then the machine stays busy, so 
nothing 
is done. 
The implementation of the Resource method saveUtil is 
as 
follows: 
saveUtil 
utilization at: ActiveSimulation time ifAbsent: 
[utilization at: ActiveSimulation time put: self busy.]. 
This method first checks to be sure nothing is stored with t
he 
key that the value is about to be stored with (this is to avoid 
overlaying a previously stored value at this key, which could
 happen 
if two different values occurred at the exact same time). It then 
stores the value of busy at the current time . using the
 current 
simulation time as the key and the current value of busy 
as the 
value. 
The implementation of the Resource Provider meth
od 
collectBusyStat is as follows: 
collectBusyStat 
busy Bag add: busy. 
\ 
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Once the simulation is finished, statistics on all this information 
gathered about resource utilization need to be calculated. Like the 
queueDuration statistics, utilization for each resource needs to be 
calculated. This is done by sending the following message: 
resources do: [:eachl each computeUtilStatsOn: aStream] 
What this does is send the message computeUtilStatsOn: to 
each resource, which for each resource invokes this method: 
compute U til Stats On: a Stream 
I aBusy average stdDev I 
average := self computeTimePersisAvg:utilization. 
stdDev := self computeTimePersisStd:utilization 
• 
using :average. 
busyBag min printOn: aStream. 
busyBag max printOn: aStream. 
aBusy := self busy. 
After first defining some temporary variables, the message 
computeTimePersisAvg: is sent to self with the argument 
utilization. Since self is an instance of class Resource in this case, 
the message invokes the Resource method 
cornputeTimePersisA vg: 
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coinpu teTime Persis Avg: s ta tDictionary 
ltotal prevTime average dictKeys processOrder persisTimel 
dictKeys := statDictionary keys. 
processOrder := dictKeys asSortedCollection. 
persisTime := (processOrder last - processOrder first). 
total := 0. 
prevTime := processOrder removeFirst. 
processOrder do: [ :eachTimel total := total · + 
((statDictionary at: eachTime) * 
(eachTime - prevTime)). 
prevTime := eachTime.]. 
average := total / persisTime. 
"average 
Clearly, this is one of the more complicated methods discussed 
thus far, so it will be covered one message at a time. First, the 
argument statDictionary is provided so that this method can be 
used for any dictionary that is used for storing time-persistent 
information. Since by definition, the keys of a dictionary are 
unordered, a way is needed to walk through the dictionary in the 
order that the values were stored (in ascending time sequence). So 
the temporary variable di ct Keys is set to the collection of all the 
keys out of the dictionary of interest. This object is then sent the 
message asSortedCollection which returns the original collection, 
but • ID sorted ascending order. The temporary variable 
processOrder now references this instance of SortedCollection. 
Next, it is necessary to determine the total time over which these 
values were collected, since time-persistent averages are based on 
the entire length of time the values are collected. This can . be 
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determined by subtracting the first entry in processOrder, which is 
the first time • 10 a value was stored, from the last entry 
processOrder, which is the last time a value was stored. 
The process of computing tire average is to add up all the 
values weighted by the time it was at each of those values and then 
divide this total by the total time over which the values were 
collected. This is done by walking through the dictionary, using 
processOrder as our sequence. The value associated with each key 
is taken, and multiplied by the duration it was at that value. This 
duration is the time when that value was stored (the corresponding 
key) minus the time that the previous value was stored. The 
temporary variable prevTime is used to maintain the most previous 
time at which a value was stored. After adding all these results, this 
total is divided by the total time over which values were collected. 
Once the average has been calculated it is returned. 
Next, in the computeUti1Stats0n: method, the time-
persistent standard deviation is calculated by sending the messa.ge 
computeTimePersisStd: using: to self. The implementation of 
the subsequently invoked method in very similar to that for the 
time-persistent average. Please see Appendix A for further detail on 
.. 
this method. 
Next, the minimum and maximum values that busy took on 
throughout the simulation, which were stored in busy Bag, are 
computed. This is done by sending the messages min and ma~, to 
busy Bag . The methods that had already been developed for · the 
StatsBag class were able to be reused. 
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Finally, the message busy is sent to self, so the current value 
of the Resource Provider instance variable busy can be 
determined; i.e. whether each machine is currently busy or not busy 
at the time the simulation has ended. 
QUEUEI.ENGTII 
Storing data and calculating statistics on queue length is similar 
to what has already been discussed concerning resource utilization, 
since queue length is another time-persistent statistic. Two 
additional instance variables were added to class Resource to collect 
information about queue lengths. The instance variable 
pendingLength was added to provide a capability similar to that of 
the utilization instance variable. Key/value pairs would be stored 
in pending Length; the key representing the simulated time at 
which the value, representing the length of the queue, was taken. 
The second instance variable that was added to class Resource was 
pending Size . This is created as an instance of St at s Bag. The 
different values of the queue length are stored in pendingSize over 
• 4 time. The min and max methods of St at s Bag can be invoked to 
determine the shortest and longest length of the queue throughout 
the simulation. 
The first method that was changed was the setName:aString 
. 
dispatchingBy~aRule Resource method that has been mentioned 
several times. This is the Resource method that takes care of 
setting up initial variables.. The following were added to this method: 
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pendingLength := Dictionary new. 
pendingSize := StatsBag new. 
The length of the queue needs to be saved every time it 
changes, as well as the time that it changed. There are two methods 
that cause the length of the queue to change; these methods were 
changed to accommodate the saving of the queue length. The first 
method that was changed was the acquire: amount Needed 
for:anObject ResourceProvider method. This method is invoked 
whenever a job requests a machine. The implementation of this 
method is as follows: 
acquire:amountNeeded for:anObject 
I anEvent I 
anEvent := DelayedEvent onCondition: 
(StaticResource for: amountNeeded of: self 
for: anObject). 
self savePendingLength. 
self addRequest: anEvent. 
AanEvent condition 
What this metl1od does is create a temporary variable an Event 
that is set to refere;nce an instance of class De I aye d Event with an 
associated condition: for this request, how much of what machine is 
needed for which job. Before this request is saved into the pending 
queue (which is accomplished with self addRequest: anEvent), the 
length of pending and the current time need to be saved. So, the 
message savePendingLength is sent to self. 
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The second method that was changed to accommodate the 
saving of the queue length was the provideResources method of 
'" I 
class ResourceProvider. Since this is the method where ~ests 
are taken out of the queue, the queue length needs to be saved 
before it changes. The portion of the provideResources method of 
interest is as follows: 
provide Resources 
[pending isEmpty not 
and:[pending first condition amount <= amountAvailable]] 
while True: 
[self savePendingLength. 
anEvent := pending removeFirst.] 
This portion of the method removes the first element in the 
ordered collection pending if the condition amount (how much of 
the resource · is requested) can be satisfied. Before this is done, 
however, the message savePendingLength is sent to self, so the 
current length of the queue and the current time can be noted. 
The implementation of the Resource method 
savePendingLength is as follows: 
savePendingLength 
pendingLength at: ActiveSimulation time ifAbsent: 
[pendingLength at: ActiveSimulation time put: pending size.] 
pendingSize add: pending size. 
This method p~rforms two functions. First, the current queue 
length is stored as the value associated with the key of the current 
simulated time, after verifying that there is nothing stored with the 
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key the value is about to be stored with. The current length of the 
queue is determined by sending the message size to pending, which 
returns the number of elements in the pending collection ( the 
number of requests waiting for the mact,ine). The current simulated 
time is determined by sending the message time to the active 
simulation. Second, the current queue length • 1n is stored 
pendingSize, by sending the message add: to pendingSize with 
the argument being the result of sending the message size to 
pending. 
When the simulation is finished, queue length statistics need to 
be calculated. Like the other statistics associated with individual 
resources, it is necessary to calculate these statistics for each 
machine. This is done by sending the foil owing message: 
resources do: [:eachl each computeQlengthStatsOn: aStream] 
What this does is send the message computeQlengthStatsOn: 
to each resource, wliicil. invokes the following method: 
computeQlengthStatsOn: aStream 
I average stdDev I 
average := self computeTimePersisA vg:pendingLength. 
stdDev := self computeTimePersisStd:pendingLength 
• 
us1ng:average. 
pendingSize min printOn: aStream. 
pendingSize max printOn: aStream. 
pending size printOn: aStream. 
The messages computeTimePersisAvg: and 
computeTimePersisStd:using: are sent to self to determine the 
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time-persistent average and standard deviation for the queue length, 
using the dictionary pendingLength. These messages cause the 
same methods to be invoked that were discussed for utilization. The 
code could be reused by sending the same message to a different 
receiver, with a different argument. 
Next, the minimum and maximum values of the queue that 
were stored in the StatsBag instance, pendingSize are computed. 
Again, the StatsBag methods already established to perform these 
functions can be reused. 
Finally, the message size is sent to pending to determine the 
size of the collection pending; i.e. how many requests are still 
waiting in the queue at the end of the simulation. 
ReportinK the Statistics 
Reporting on all these statistics that were calculated was 
accomplished by adding one method to the Simulation class to carry 
· out the operations that were needed. But first, before reporting on 
the statistics, it is necessary to verify that all necessary data has 
been gathered. When the simulated time goes past the specified 
time, it is sent the message finishUp. The Simulation method 
finishUp which is subsequently invoked as a result, was modified as 
follows: 
finish Up 
resources do: [:eachl each savePendingLength]. 
resources do: [:eachl each saveUtil]. 
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By sending these two messages, the current values of the 
queue length and the machine utilization for all the resources can be 
stored. Without these, the data would be incomplete. 
The test4 method that was discussed earlier was modified to 
add an additional statement after the simulation is sent the message 
finishUp: 
test4 
I aSimulation tt I 
tt := PrinterStream new. 
aSimulation finishUp. 
a Simulation computeStatsOn: tt. 
There are two temporary variables specified in this method. 
aSimulation, which has been discussed previously, is a temporary 
variable set to reference the ci1rrent simulation. The second 
temporary variable is tt, which is set to be an instance of the class 
PrinterStream. Class PrinterStream defines methods to write 
streams of information to a printer. This object is then sent as an 
argument to the message compute St at s On: 
aSimulation, the current running simulation. 
to the • receiver, 
The Simulation meth("'>d computeStatsOn: is the primary 
method that was added to report on simulation statistics. It is 
through this method that the statistic calculation that has been 
discussed is actually performed, and additionally, reporting is done. 
As this method is discussed, it may be helpful to refer to the example 
statistic reports in Appendix B. Since the implementation of the 
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compute St at s On: method is fairly long, it will be discussed in 
sections. The first major portion of the method puts the main 
headings on the report. This portion of the method is as follows: 
computeStatsOn: aStream 
aStream er; tab. 
self printOn: aStream. 
aStream space; nextPutAll: 'Statistics Summary'. 
aStream er; tab. 
Time dateandTimeNow printOn: aStream. 
aStream er. aStream er. 
self printOn :aStream. aStream space. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'ran for:'. aStream space. 
((self time) roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream space. aStream nextPutAll: 'time units'. 
There are some messages in this method that are sent many 
times. These are the er and the tab messages. The er message puts 
a line feed character to the printer, so the report goes to the next line 
when requested. The tab message causes the position in the printer 
stream to move over by a 'tab' amount. The other messages 
generally fall into two categories. Every object in Smalltalk responds 
to the message print On: a Stream, which puts the ASCII 
representation of the value of the receiver to a Stream. The 
methods that respond to this message are in the class protocol of 
( 
class Object, and since every class is a subclass of class Object, 
every object automatically inherits this capability. So, to print any 
object, regardless of what it is, the message ·printOn: is sent. The 
second category of message is for printing literal strings. This is 
', ,I t t 
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accomplished by sending the message nextPutAII: to the printer 
stream of interest, with the argument being the literal string. 
After advancing one line and moving over a 'tab', a title is put 
n 
on the report. First, the value of s e 1 f, which is the name of the 
active simulation, is printed on the printer stream. Then a literal 
string is printed by sending the message nextPutAII:. After going 
to the next line by sending the message er, the current date and time 
are printed by sending the message date And Time Now. After 
skipping two lines, the value of self is printed again, and then a 
literal, "ran for" is printed. Next, the message time is sent to self, 
which returns the current time of the active simulation, so the time 
the simulation actually stopped can be printed. To this result, the 
message roundTo: is sent with the argument representing the 
number of digits the number is to be rounded to. This result is then 
sent the message print On : , and the simulated time when the 
simulation stopped is printed. 
printed. 
Finally, a literal ''time units'' is 
After printing the headings for the report, statistics are 
calculated and printed. The first statistics that are printed out are 
the system duration statistics. This portion of the computeStatsOn: 
method is as follows (the er and tab messages will not be shown in 
further portions of the method): 
computeStatsOn: aStream 
self printObsHeadingOn: aStream. 
duration printStatsOn: aStream . 
. duration size printOn: aStream. 
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This method first sends the message printObsHeadingOn: to 
self, the current simulation. This will print out the heading for this 
type of statistic, which is a statistic based on observation. Please see 
Appendix A for the implementation of the Sim u I at ion method 
printObsHeadingOn:. 
The computeStatsOn: method next sends the printStatsOn: 
message to the simulation instance variable duration. From 
previous discussion it is remembered that duration is an instance of 
the class StatsBag, which has a method defined to it: printStatsOn: 
aStream. The complete implementation of this method is as follows: 
printStatsOn: aStream 
(self average roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
(self stdDeviation roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
(self min roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
(self max roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
Most of this method was already discussed in the statistics 
section. The new concepts introduced here are the sending of the 
roundTo: and printOn: messages to the results of the average, etc. 
of the elements in the StatsBag. 
The next message sent in the computeStatsOn: method is the 
size message which is sent to d oration. This prints the size of the 
StatsBag, duration, which is the total elements in the Bag. This 
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total represents the number of elements (in our case, jobs going 
through the job shop) that the statistics are based on. 
Next, the statistics for resource utilization are printed. The 
portion of the computeStatsOn: method of interest is as follows: 
com pu teStatsOn: a Stream 
self printTimeHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [:eachl each computeUti1Stats0n: aStream]. 
First, column headings are printed that are appropriate to a 
time-persistent statistic, such as utilization. The implementation of 
the Simulation method printTimeHeadingOn: is described in 
Appendix A. 
Next, the message computeUtilStatsOn: is sent to each 
resource defined to the simulation. The implementation of the 
Resource method computeUti1Stats0n: was discussed in the section 
on calculating resource utilization. The full implementation of the 
method can be found in Appendix A. The only function performed in 
this method that was not discussed previously is the sending of the 
message name to self, and sending that result the message 
printOn: aStream. This is done so that the name of the resource, 
for example 'machine 1 ', is printed on the report to label the statistics 
for that resource. 
Statistics on the time spent in the queue are then printed. The 
portion of the computeStatsOn: method of interest is: 
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computeStatsOn: aStream 
self printObsHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [:each I each computeDurStatsOn: aStream]. 
First, the message printObsHeadingOn: is sent to self, the 
active simulation, to again print headings appropriate to a statistic 
based on observation. Note that the same code that was used to 
print the heading for the statistics on time in the system can be used 
again here. 
' 
Next, the message computeDurStatsOn: is sent to every 
resource instance for this simulation. The implementation of the 
Resource method computeDurStatsOn:aStream is as follows: 
compute Dur Sta ts On: aStream 
self name printOn: aStream. 
queueDuration printStatsOn: aStream. 
queueDuration size printOn: aStream. 
First, the names of the resources are printed, before their 
statistics are printed, similar to what was done for the utilization 
statistics. Then the message printStatsOn: is sent to the Resource 
variable queueDuration, which as already discusst!d, was created as 
an ir1stance of StatsBag. The printStatsOn: mf!thod, as discussed 
pre"v-iously, takes care of calculating and printing the average, 
st2,ndard deviation, minimum value, and max.iffium value of the 
elements • ID a Bag. Finally, the • SI Z e • 1s sent to 
queueDuration, to print the total number of observations that these 
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statistics are based on, which is the number of elements in the 
StatsBag. 
The last statistic that needs to be printed is the ~uetle length 
statistic. The portion of the compute St at s On: method that 
accomplishes this is: 
computeStatsOn: aStream 
self printTimeHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [ :each I each computeQlengthStatsOn: aStream]. 
Again, code can be reused by sending the message 
printTimeHeadingOn: to self, to print the time-persistent statistic 
column headings. Next, the computeQiengthStatsOn: message is 
sent to every instance of the resources to print the queue length 
statistics for each. The Resource method 
computeQiengthStatsOn: was discussed in the section on queue 
length statistics. The additional messages found 
• ID the 
implementation in Appendix A that were not already discussed 
include the name message being sent to s e If, the R e source 
instance, so that the name of the resource is printed for identification 
of the corresponding statistics. In addition, there are several 
messages sent to take care of rounding the results before printing 
them. 
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An Enhancement 
One major enhancement was made to the data collection. When 
/ 
the changes were originally made to the simulation classes, it was 
assumed that statistics would be gathered for the entire time of the 
simulation. But, in many cases, it may be desirable to let the ( 
simulation reach a 'steady state' before gathering data. This would 
allow most effects of the start up of a simulation to be excluded from 
the statistical analysis. 
To implement this enhancement, the time when to start 
collecting data needs to be known. An instance variable was added 
to class Simulation, called saveStats, which would indicate 
whether or not data should be collected. This variable would be a '1' 
if data was being collected, and a 'O' if data was not being collected 
yet. 
Three methods were added to the Simulation class protocol to 
handle this new variable. · The saveStats method was implemented 
so inquiries could be made as to the current value of the instance 
variable saveStats, to determine whether or not data should start to 
be collected. The implementation of this method is as follows: 
saveStats 
"saveStats 
This method returns the value of the saveStats i!lstance 
variable. 
not. 
This can then be tested to see if data should be collected or 
·, 
'/ 
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The remaining two new Simulation methods were added to 
handle the setting of this variable. By sending the message 
start St at s: with the argument being the time units into the 
simulation to begin collecting data, to the current simulation, the 
following method would be invoked: 
start Stats: start Time 
saveStats:=0. 
self schedule: [ saveStats := 1. 
resources do: [:eachl each startStats]] 
at: startTime. 
This method schedules an event to occur at the time that is 
passed as the argument. This event, which consists of the two 
messages, goes into the simulation event queue like every other 
scheduled event in the simulation. When the simulated time reaches 
the time specified, the two messages that were scheduled are 
executed. First, the saveStats instance variable is set to '1'; data is 
now being collected. Next, the message startStats is sent to every 
instance of Resource for the current simulation. The subsequently 
invoked method stores some initial resource information. 
The other Simulation method that was added is really just a 
simplified version of the above method. 
implemented as follows: 
startStats 
self ~tartStats:O. 
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This method was 
What this method allowed was just the startStats message to 
be sent to the active simulation, so that statistics would be gathered 
for the entire length of the simulation. Instead of reimplementing 
the code to schedule an event at time O to start collecting data, the 
message startStats is sent to the instance self, with the argument 0, 
so that what had already been done for the case where data is to be 
collected at a certain point could be reused. 
The Resource method startStats that was mentioned is 
implemented as follows: 
start Sta ts 
self savePendingLength. 
self saveUtil. 
self collectBusyStat. 
This method just stores the value of the queue length, the 
( 
resource utilization, and the value of busy when the data collection 
is started. 
Other changes were made so that every time a piece of data 
was to be collected, the value of saveStats was checked, so it could 
be determined whether or not to collect the information. For 
example, the ResourceProvider method collectBusyStat was 
changed as follows: 
collect Busy Stat 
ActiveSimulation saveStats= 1 
iITrue:[ busyBag add: busy]. 
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Now, before adding the value of busy to the StatsBag, 
busy Bag, the value of the active simulation instance variable 
save St at s is checked. If it is ' 1 ' 
' 
then data is currently being 
, 
collected, so the value is saved. If not, nothing is done. Similar 
changes were made to the ResourceProvider method collectStat, 
to the Resource methods savePendingLength and saveUtil, and 
to the Simulation method exit. 
Due to the modularity of the implementation of the data 
collection, and the simulation classes overall, making this 
enhancement was relatively easy. Nearly everything that had been 
done before was isolated from this change. 
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XI, OBSERVATIONS 
Enhancing an object-oriented application was an enlightening 
experience. There is certainly no substitute for actually learning the 
concepts by coding in an object-oriented programming environment 
such as Smalltalk. Not surprisingly, there were benefits to working 
with object-oriented programming and some disadvantages. 
Most definitely, a significant amount of time was spent learning 
the concepts of object-oriented programming. At first, the ideas felt 
so foreign; it was difficult to relate them to anything. It seemed that 
object-oriented programming was so unlike any other programming 
language. After reading several books and articles on the subject, 
the ideas were a little clearer, but how one would actually program 
in an object-oriented environment was still somewhat uncertain. It 
was only until working with the Smalltalk environment, that the 
con~epts became clear. This process, as well, was very time
 
consuming. There is no question that understanding object-oriented 
programming is a challenge. 
A lot of time was spent understanding Smalltalk itself. 
Smalltalk comes with an entire class structure, which takes a fair 
amount of dedicated time to digest. What was frustrating in the 
beginning of the development of the application for this thesis was 
that often one approach was taken, and then later, a method would 
be found that had already been implemented that could have been 
taken advantage of, if its presence had been known. To completely 
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understand Smalltalk and its object-oriented environment, an 
example application that had been developed in the Smalltalk 
environment needed to be taken, and followed through, object by 
object. This allowed the class structure in Smalltalk to be related to a 
real application. 
The most significant challenge was adapting to this new way of 
doing things. Often things were tried the 'old way', the traditional 
programming way, which meant a lot of time was spent trying to 
force a technique into an environment that would not accept it. For 
the first few weeks, it was necessary to consciously stop, and say, ''Is 
this the object-oriented way?''. 
The good news was that once object-oriented programming and 
Smalltalk were understood, working in this environment became 
very natural. It was actually much more comfortable working with 
objects than coding individual statements. Thinking about the 
changes that needed to be made to the Simulation classes was more 
logical in an object-oriented environment. 
Certainly, from a programming standpoint, reusability was the 
biggest benefit of object-oriented programming. Constantly, ways 
were found to take advantage of what had been done in other classes 
in Smalltalk. By defining the changes in an object-oriented way, it 
was possible to continually reuse a large portion of the code written 
as enhancements were made to the simulation classes. This 
technique is referred to as 'differential' programming. 
The object-oriented concept of inheritance allowed this high 
level of reusability. The StatsBag class created as a subclass of Bag 
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is probably the best example of this, although there are others. By 
simply defining Sta ts Bag as a subclass of Bag, it was possible to 
take advantage of a tremendous amount of functionality that had 
already been implemented in the Bag methods. It was only 
necessary to add the methods needed to calculate statistics. 
The modularity of the Smalltalk environment is extensive. This 
allowed a more quick understanding of what had been done before. 
Working with smaller modules was certainly much easier than 
working with large programs, with lines and lines of code. 
Modularity also helped when a change was needed in the way 
something was being done. Going back and changing something was 
usually easy, since it often only had to be changed in one place. 
So many times, programs need to be written or to be modified 
for some particular application. In traditional programming, starting 
out on these efforts is usually frustrating. So often, it is difficult to 
reuse what has already been done, so many times one resorts to the 
fact that they will probably have to start over anyway. The result is 
that one ends up developing something specific to the one thing that 
needs to be done then. When working with object-oriented 
programming, there was never the feeling of starting from scratch. 
The feeling was always that an example of something could be found 
in one of the Smalltalk classes, or maybe something that was already 
there, that could be used by just sending one message, could be 
found. In the Smalltalk environment, it was easy to test changes and 
" 
try things out since the environment is so interactive. Once over the 
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hump of the learning curve, working in this environment was 
thoroughly enjoyable. 
' 
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XII. SUMMARY 
Object-oriented approach • programming • IS to systems an 
development that will potentially provide the improvements needed 
to address the software development dilemmas the industry is 
currently facing. But, it should be remembered that it is only a tool 
and must be applied appropriately to get the desired results. 
Object-oriented programming is a much more natural way to 
address problems than the way problems are approached with 
traditional programming techniques. There are large, potential 
increases in programmer productivity with the high level of 
reusability and modularity of an object-oriented environment. 
The learning curve associated with object-oriented 
programming is steep. A significant amount of time must be spent 
just trying the understand the concepts. 
There is one thing that is certain: object-oriented programming 
will affect systems development. Smalltalk will most likely not 
become widespread as a production application development tool, 
but object-oriented programming approaches will become part of the 
way applications are developed. Smalltalk is an excellent place, 
however, to start learning the concepts of object-oriented 
programming. It is definitely worthwhile for anyone associated with 
systems development to start up the learning curve now. 
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APPENDIX A 
The relevant Smalltalk class protocols that were mentioned 
throughout this thesis are detailed in the following pages. These 
classes include the following: Sim u I at ion, Job Shop, 
SimulationObject, EventMonitor, Job, Resource, 
ResourceProvider, Stat~Bag, and Test. All of these protocols are 
complete, with the exception ,'of the Test class, for which only the 
relevant methods are included. 
I 
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Object subclaee: 
inetanceVariableNames: 
classVariableNames: 
poolDictionaries: 
Simulation class methods 
new 
~super new initialize 
Simulation methods 
activate 
#Simulation 
resources 
current Time 
eventQueue 
statistics 
processCount 
duration 
save Sta ta 
"This i11stance is now the active simulation. 
Inform class SimulationObject. " 
SimulationObject activeSimulation: self. 
"Resource is the superclass for ResourceProvider and 
ResourceCoordinator" 
Resource activeSirnulation: self 
adjustTime: aTime 
" sublclass is permitted to adjust time · 
before putting into queue" 
"aTime 
( 
camputeStatsOn: aStream 
"this will compute all statistics and print them o
ut" 
"title the report" 
aStream er; tab. 
self printOn: aStream. 
aStream space; nextPutAll: 'Statistics Summary'. 
aStream er; tab. 
Time dateAndTimeNow printOn: aStream. 
aStream er. aStream er. 
self printOn: aStream. aStream space. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'ran for:'. aStream space. 
((self time) roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream space. aStream nextPutAll: 'time units'. 
"calculate and print stats for variables 
based on observation" 
aStream er. aStream er. 
aStream nextPutAll: 
'** Statistics for Variables Based on Observation
**'. 
aStream er. aStream space. aStrearn space. 
aStream space. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'time in system'. aStream er. 
self printObsHeadingOn: aStream. aStream er. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
duration printStatsOn: aStream. aStrearn tab. 
duration size printOn: aStream. 
"calculate and print stats for resource utilizatio
n'' 
aStream er. aStrearn er. 
aStream nextPutAll: '** Utilization Statistics**
'. 
aStream er. 
self printTimeHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [:each: each computeUti1Stats0n: aStream]. 
"calculate and print stats for waiting 
time in the queue" 
aStream er. aStream er. 
aStream nextPutAll: 
'** Statistics for Waiting Time in the Queue **r· 
aStream er. 
self printObsHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [:each: each computeDurStatsOn: aStream]. 
"calculate and print stats for queue length" 
aStream cr;cr; 
nextPutAll: '** Statistics for Queue Length **r;cr. 
self printTimeHeadingOn: aStream. 
resources do: [:each: each 
computeQlengthStatsOn: aStream]. 
aStream er. aStream er. 
coordinate: resourceName 
(self includesResourceFor: resourceName) 
ifFalse: [resources add: 
(ResourceCoordinator named: resourueName)] 
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) 
defineArrivalSchedule 
"A subclass specifies tl1e schedule by which 
simulation objects dynamically 
enter the simulation" 
"self 
defineReeourcee 
"A subclass specifies the simulation objects that are 
initially entered into the simulation" 
"'self 
delayFor: timeDelay 
self delayUntil: currentTime + timeDelay 
delayUntil: aTime 
delayEvent : 
delayEvent := DelayedEvent onCondition: aTime. 
eventQueue add: delayEvent. 
self stopProcess. 
delayEvent pause. 
self startProcess 
enter: anObject 
""self 
exit: anObject 
self saveStats = 1 ifTrue:[ 
duration add: currentTime - anObject entryTime J 
finishUp 
'·'we need to empty out the event queue" 
eventQueue := SortedCollection new. 
" we need to collect final stats" 
resources do: [:each: each savePendingLength]. 
resources do: [:each; each saveUtil]. 
"'false 
includesResourceFor: reeourceName 
: tf..:6 t : 
• 
test := resources detect: 
[ :each : each name= resourceName] 
ifNone: [nil]. 
"'test notNil 
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\,· 
initialize 
ProbabilityDistribution initialize. 
resources := Set new. 
currentTime := 0.0. 
processCount := 0. 
eventQueue := SortedCollection new. 
duration:= StatsBag new 
newProceesFor: aBlock 
self startProcess. 
[aBlock value. 
self stopProcess] fork 
printObaHeadingOn: aStream 
aStream er. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Mean'. aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Std Dev'. aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Min Value'. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Max Value'. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'No of Obs'. 
aStrearn er. 
printTimeHeadingOn: aStream 
aStream er. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Mean'. aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Std Dev'. aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Min Value'. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Max Value'. aStream tab. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Current Valuer. 
aStream er. 
proceed 
: eventProcess : 
0 [self readyToContinue] whileFalse: [Processor yield]. 
eventQueue isEmpty 
ifTrue: [~self finishUp] 
ifFalse: [eventProcess := eventQueue removeFirst. 
currentTime := eventProcess time. 
eventProce8B resume] 
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• 
• 
produce: amount of: reeourceName 
(self includesResourceFor: resourceName) 
ifTrue: [(self provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
produce: amount] 
ifFalse: [resources add: 
(ResourceProvider named: resourceName.with: amount 
dispatchingBy: 'FIFO')] 
produce: amount of: resourceName diapatchingBy: aRul
e 
(self includesResourceFor: resourceName) 
ifTrue: [(self provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
produce: amount] 
ifFalse: [resources add: 
(ResourceProvider named: resourceName with: amount 
dispatchingBy: aRule)] 
provideReaourceFor: resourceName 
-resources detect: [ :each : each name= resourceName] 
readyToContinue 
"Pr 1 va te" 
-processCount = 0 
aaveStata 
-saveStats 
schedule: actionBlock after: timeDelay 
self schedule: actionBlock at: currentTime + timeDelay 
schedule: aBlock at: timelnteger 
"This is the mechanism for scheduling a single action" 
self newProcessFor: 
[ self delayUntil: timelnteger. 
aBlock value] 
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/ 
schedule: aBlock atartingAt: timeinteger 
andThenKvery: aProbabilityDistribution 
"Private " : adjustedTimeDelay : 
self newProceaaFor: 
" This is the first time to do the action. " 
[self delayUntil: time!nteger. 
"do the action. " 
self newProceasFor: aBlock copy. 
aProbabilityDistribution 
do: [ :nextTimeDelay : 
adjustedTimeDelay := self adjustTime: nextTimeDelay. 
"For each sample from the distribution, 
delay the amount sampled. " 
self delayFor: adjustedTimeDelay. 
"then do the action" 
self newProcessFor: aBlock copy]] 
scheduleArrivalOf: aSimulationObjectClaaa 
accordingTo: aProbabilityDistribution 
"This means start now" 
self scheduleArrivalOf: aSimulationObjectClass 
accordingTo: aProbabilityDistribution 
startingAt: currentTime 
acheduleArrivalOf: aSimulationObjectClaas 
accordingTo: aProbabilityDistribution 
startingAt: timelnteger 
"Note that aClass is the class SimulationObject or one of 
its sti.bclasses. The real work is done in the 
private message 
schedule: startingA t: andThenEvery. '' 
self schedule:[ aSimulationObjectClass new startUp] 
startingAt: timelnteger 
andThenEvery: aProbabilityDistribution 
echeduleArrivalOf: aSimulationObject at: timelnteger 
" Hake sure we were passed an object and not 
an object class" 
( aSimulationObject isKindOf: SimulationObject) 
ifTrue:[self schedule: 
[aSimulationObject startUp] at: time!nteger] 
ifFalse: [~ self error:' not passed 
an object, but an object class'] 
etartProcess 
processCount := processCount + 1 
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etartState 
"schedule events to turn stats collection on and off" 
self startStats:0. 
startStats:startTime 
"schedule events to turn stats collection on and off" 
saveStats := 0. 
self schedule:[ saveStats:=1. 
resources do: [:each: each startStats]] 
at: startTime. 
startup 
self activate. 
self defineResources. 
self defineArrivalSchedule 
atopProcesa 
processCount := processCount - 1 
time 
~currentTime 
... 
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Simulation subclass: 
instanceVariableNamee: 
claseVariableNames: 
poo1Dictionariee: 
JobShop class methods 
JobShop methods 
adjustTime: aTime 
I 
#JobShop 
" subclass is permitted to adjust time before putting into queue" 
~aTime truncated max: 1 _ 
defineArrivalSchedule 
self scheduleArrivalOf: Job 
accordingTo: (Exponential mean:10) 
defineReaourcea 
self produce: 1 of: 'machinel' dispatchingBy: ~FIFOp'. self produce: 1 of: 'machine2' dispatchingBy: 'FIFOp'. self produce: 1 of: 'machine3' dispatchingBy: 'FIFOp'. self produce: 1 of: 'machine4' dispatchingBy: 'FIFOp'. self produce: 1 of: 'machine5' dispatchingBy: 'FIFOp'. self produce: 1 of: 'machine6' dispatchingBy: 'FIFOp'. 
exit: aSimulationObject 
super exit: aSimulationObject. 
statistics store: currentTime -
aSimulationObject entryTime 
initialize 
super initialize. 
statistics := Histogram from: 0 to: 200 by: 10 
printSta·tisticsOn: aStream 
statistics printStatisticsOn: aStream 
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printStataOn: aStream 
:endTime: 
endTime := (self time)/60. 
aStream er. 
' 
aStream nextPutAll: 'JobShop operated for'. 
endTime printOn: aStream. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'hours' 
Object subclass: 
inetanceVariableNames: 
classVariableNames: 
poo1Dictionaries: 
_,, 
SimulationObject class methods 
#SimulationObject 
label 
entryTime 
trace 
priority 
Counter 
DataFile 
ActiveSimulation 
activeSimulation: exiatingSimulation 
Counter := 0. 
ActiveSimulation := existingSimulatiqn 
file: aFile 
DataFile := aFile. 
Counter := 0 
new 
~super new initialize 
SimulationObject methods 
acquire: amount ofResource: resourceName 
-(ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
acquire: amount for: self 
acquire: amount ofReeource: resourceName 
withPriority: aPriority 
priority := aPriority. 
~(ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
acquire: amount for: self 
acquireResource: resourceName 
~(ActiveSi~ulation provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
acquire 
entryTime 
"Answer the value of entryTime. " 
"'entryTime 
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finiahUp 
"Tell the simulation that the receiver is done with its tasks. " ActiveSimulation exit: self 
holdFor: aTimeDelay 
ActiveSimulation delayFor: aTimeDelay 
initialize 
"self 
inquireFor: amount ofResource: resourceName 
-(ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName) amountAvailable >= amount 
label 
"Answer the value of label. " 
"'label 
label: aString 
"Set the value of label. " 
label := aString 
numberOfProvidersOfReaource: resourceName resource : 
resource := ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName. 
resource serversWaiting 
ifTrue: ["'resource queueLength] if False: [ "0] 
numberOfRequestersOfResource: resourceName : resource : 
resource := ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName. resource customersWaiting ifTrue: [Aresource queueLength] ifFalse: ["'0] 
priority 
"Answer the value of priority. Hake sure priority is set" {priority isNil) ifTrue: [priority:= OJ. 
"'priority 
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produce: amount ofResource: resourceName 
ActiveSimulation produce: amount of: resourceName 
produceReeource: reaourceName 
"(ActiveSimulation provideResourceFor: resourceName) 
producedBy: self 
release: aStaticResource 
"aStaticResource release 
resourceAvailable: resourceName 
'~oes the active simulation have the resources 
with this attribute available?" 
"ActiveSimulation includesResourceFor: resourceName 
resume: anKvent 
"anEvent resume 
setLabel 
(self isKindOf: StaticResource) 
ifTrue: ["label:=,. ']. 
Counter :=Counter+ 1. 
label:= Counter printString 
startUp 
"First tell the simulation that the receiver 
is begi11ning to do my tasks. " 
entryTime := ActiveSimulation time. 
ActiveSimulation enter: self. 
self tasks. 
self finishUp 
atopSimulation 
ActiveSimulation finishUp 
tasks 
"Do nothing. Subclasses will schedule activities. " 
"self 
trace 
"Answer the value of trace. " 
"trace 
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SimulationObject subclass: 
instanceVariableNamea: 
classVariableNames: 
poolDictionaries: 
KventMonitor class methods 
file: aFile 
DataFile := aFile. 
Counter:= 0 
KventMonitor methods 
#EventMonitor 
acquire: amount ofResource: reaourceName 
aStaticResource : 
aStaticResource := self acquire: amoun~ 
ofResource: resourceName 
withPriority: 0. 
~aStaticResource 
acquire: amount ofReaource: resourceName 
withPriority: priorityNumber 
:astaticResource : 
"store fact that resource is being requested. " 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: , requests,. 
amount printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile nextPutAll: ' of, , resourceName. 
( priorityNumber > 0) ifTrue: [ 
DataFile nextPutAll: ' at priority'. 
priorityNumber printOn: DataFile.]J. 
"Now try to get the resource. " 
aStaticResource := super acquire: amount 
ofResource: resourceName 
withPriority: priorityNumber. 
"Returns here when resource is obtained; 
store the fact. " 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'obtained'. 
amount printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'of' , resourceName]. 
"aStaticResource 
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'Ii. . 
acquireResource: reaourceName 
-..._., 
: anEvent : 
"Store fact that resource is being requested" 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'wants to serve for'. 
DataFile nextPutAll: resourceName]. 
"Now try to get the resource. " 
anEvent := super acquireResource: resourceName. 
"Returns here when resource is obtained; 
store the fact. " 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
sei.f timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: , can serve,. 
anEvent condition printOn: DataFile]. 
-anEvent 
debug: aField 
self timeStamp. 
aField printOn: DataFile. 
finiahUp 
super finishUp. 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'exits ~] 
holdFor: aTimeDelay 
aTime : 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'holds for,. 
aTime := aTimeDelay roundTo: 0.01. 
aTime printOn: DataFile]. 
super holdFor: aTimeDelay 
initialize 
super initialize. 
trace := false. 
· self setLabel. 
entryTime := ActiveSimulation time 
printOn: aStream 
self class name printOn: aStream. 
aStream space. 
aStream nextPutAll: self label 
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• 
produce: amount ofReaource: reaourceName (trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'produces '. 
amount printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'of' , resourceName]. 
super produce: amount ofResource: resourceName 
produceReeource: resourceName (trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'wants to get service as '. 
DataFile nextPutAll: resourceName]. 
super produceResource: resourceName 
release: aStaticResource (trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStarnp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: ' releases '. 
aStaticResource amount printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile nextPutAll: 'of, , aStaticResource name]. 
super release: aStaticResource 
resume: anKvent 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: , resumes '. 
anEvent condition printOn: DataFile]. 
super resume: anEvent 
atartUp 
(trace) ifTrue: [ 
self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: , enters ']. 
super startUp 
timeStamp 
"Private " 
: aTime : 
DataFile er. 
aTime := ActiveSimulation time roundTo: 0.01. 
aTime printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile space;tab. 
self printOn: DataFile. 
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KventMonitor variableSubclass: #Job 
inetanceVariableNames: numberOfMachines 
6 routing· 
machineTimes 
dueDate 
classVariableNames: SafetyFactorTime 
poolDictionaries: 
Job class methods 
Job methods 
adjustPriority 
"adjust job priority based 
on time left to pz .. ocess " 
(priority= 0 ) 
ifFalse: [~self]. 
( self dueDate - self timeLeft - ActiveSimulation time 
- SafetyFactorTime >= 0 ) 
ifTrue: [ ~self] . 
priority := 1. 
( trace) 
ifTrue: [ self timeStamp. 
DataFile nextPutAll: r priority raised to,. 
priority printOn: DataFile] 
computeDueDate 
" compute tl1e machi11i11g times" 
machineTimes := Array new: numberOfMachines. 
machineTimes := machineTimes collect: [:i : 
i := (((Exponential mean: 20) next) 
roundTo: 1.0) max: 1.0 ]. 
dueDate := 0. 
" compute due date " 
machineTimes do: [ :time : dueDate := dueDate + time]. 
dueDate := dueDate * 2.0 + ActiveSimulation time. 
" low priority " 
priority := 0. 
(trace) ifTrue: [ self timeStamp. 
DataFile space .. 
priority printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile space .. 
(dueDate roundTo: 0.01) printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile space. 
machineTimes printOn: DataFile. ] 
'. 
computeRouting 
" compute the number of machines needed to 
process the job " 
: machines 
machines := 
SampleSpaceWithoutReplacement data: ( 1 to: 6). 
numberOfMachines := 
((Normal mean: 4 deviation: 1) 
next asint min: 6) max: 3. · 
routing:= Array new: numberOfMachines. 
routing := routing collect: [:i: i := machines 
(trace) ifTrue: [ self timeStamp. 
DataFile space. 
numberOfMachines printOn: DataFile. 
DataFile space. 
routing printOn: DataFile. ] 
dueDate 
"Answer the value of dueDa te. 11 
"dueDate 
initialize 
super initialize. 
SafetyFactorTime := 50 . 
trace := true 
11 trace : = false " 
machineTimes 
"Answer the value of machine Times. " 
"'machineTimes 
J 
' 
numberOfMachinea 
"Answer the value of numberOfMachines. " 
"numberOfMachines 
operationsRemaining 
IU count the number of operations left 
to perform" 
"(routing select: [ :a : a > 0 ] )size 
routing 
"Answer the value of routing." 
""routing 
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next ] . 
tasks 
: aMachine work: -
self computeRouting. 
self computeDueDate. 
"start processing jobs " 
1 to: numberOfMachines do:[ :i : 
self adjustPriority. 
aMachine := 'machine' ,(routing at: i) asString. 
work := self acquire: 1 
ofResource: aMachine withPriority: priority. 
self holdFor:((machineTimes at: i) + 
(Normal mean: 0 deviation: 0.3 * 
(machineTimes at: i)) next ). 
self release: work. 
" set time to negative to show is has happened negative 
times are ignored in the calculation of timeLeft" 
routing at: i put: ((routing at: i )negated). 
machineTimes at: i put: ((machineTimes at: i )negated)] 
timeLeft 
"compute the time left to process the job" 
: timeLeft : 
timeLeft := 0 . 
(machineTimes select:[ : i : i > 0 ] ) 
do: [:i : timeLeft := ~imeLeft + i ]. 
"'timeLeft 
timeLeftAtHachine 
"compute the time left to process the Job 
stop at first none negative time" 
"( machineTimes select: [ : i : i > 0 ] ) at: 1 
rJ 
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Object subclass: 
instanceVariableNamea: 
claasVariableNames: 
poolDictionaries: 
Resource class methods 
#Resource 
pending 
resource Name 
dispatchingRule 
queueDuration 
utilization 
busyBag 
pending Length 
pendingSize 
ActiveSimulation 
.. 
activeSimulation: existingSimulation 
ActiveSimulation := existingSimulation 
named: reaourceName 
~self new setName: resourceName 
dispatchingBy: 'FIFO' 
named: resourceName dispatchingBy: aRule 
~self new setName: resourceName 
dispatchingBy: aRule 
Resource methods 
addRequeat: aDelayedEvent 
pending add: aDelayedEvent. 
self provideResources. 
ActiveSimulation stopProcess. 
aDelayedEvent pause. 
ActiveSimulation startProcess 
computeDurStataOn: aStream 
aStream er. 
self name printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
queueDuration printStatsOn: aStream. 
queueDuration size printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
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computeQlengthStateOn: aStream 
: average aAvg stdDev aStdDev: 
aStream er. 
self name printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
average := self computeTimePersisAvg:pendingLength. 
( aAvg := average roundTo:0.0001) 
printOn: ,aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
stdDev := self computeTimePersisStd:pendingLength 
( aStdDev := 
aStream tab. 
(pendingSize 
aStream tab. 
(pendingSize 
aStream tab. 
pending size 
• us1ng:average. 
stdDev roundTo:0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
min roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
max roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
printOn: aStream. 
computeTimePeraiaAvg: atatDictionary 
' :total prevTime average dictKeys processOrder persisTime: 
dictKeys := statDictionary keys. 
processOrder := dictKeys asSortedCollection. 
persisTime := (processOrder last - processOrder first). 
total := 0. 
prevTime := processOrder removeFirst. 
processOrder do: [:eachTime: total :=total+ 
( ( statDictionary at: eachTime) * 
( eachTime - prevTime)). 
prevTime := eachTime.J . 
average :=total/ persisTime. 
,. 
average. 
computeTimePersisStd: statDictionary using:average 
:total prevTime stdDev processOrder dictKeys persisTime: 
dictKeys := statDictionary keys. 
processOrder := dictKeys asSortedCollection. 
persisTime := processOrder last - processOrder first. 
total := 0. 
prevTime := processOrder removeFirst. 
processOrder do: [:eachTime: total :=total+ 
((((statDictionary at: eachTime) 
- average) squared)* 
(eachTime - prevTime)). 
prevTime := eachTime.]. 
stdDev : = ( t,Jtal /persisTime) sqrt . 
"stdDev 9 8 
... 
compute0ti1Stats0n: aStream 
: aBusy average aAvg stdDev aStdDev: 
aStream er. 
self name printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. 
average:= self computeTimePersisAvg:utilization. 
( iaAvg := average roundTo:0.0001) 
· printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream/tab. 
stdDev:= self computeTimePersisStd:utilization 
• us1ng:average. 
( aStdDev := stdDev roundTo:0.0001) printOn: aStream_ 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
(busyBag min roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
(busyBag max roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
aBusy := self busy. 
aBusy printOn: aStream. 
dispatchingRule 
''Answer the value of dispatchingRule. " 
"dispatchingRule 
name 
,..,resource Name 
pending 
'·'Answer the value of pending. " 
"pending 
provide Resources 
"Private" 
"self 
resourceName 
"Answer the value of resourceName. " 
"resourceName 
o. 
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savePendingLength 
" this will note the time we are taking pending size in 
time0fPend1ngS1ze, an ordered collection. it will 
also store the time in pendingLength, as well as the 
corresponding pending size. " 
ActiveSimulation saveStata = 1 ifTrue:[ 
pendingLength at: ActiveSimulation time ifAbsent: 
[pendingLength at: ActiveSimuJ.ation time 
put:pending size.] . 
pendingSize add: pending size]. 
aaveUtil 
" this will note the length of time a Resource was busy, 
recording it in utilization" 
ActiveSimulation saveStats = 1 ifTrue:[ 
utilization at: ActiveSimulation time ifAbsent: 
[ utilization at: ActiveSimulation time 
put: self busy. ] . ]. 
aetName: aString dispatchingBy: aRule 
"Private" 
resourceName := aString. 
dispatchingRule := aRule. 
pending:= SortedCollection new . 
queueDuration := StatsBag new. 
busyBag := StatsBag new. 
utilization:= Dictionary new. 
pendingLength :=Dictionary new. 
pendingSize := StatsBag new. 
startStats 
"statistics will norv be saved, so save -the first values" 
self savePendingLength. 
self saveUtil. 
self collectBusyStat. 
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Reaource subclass: 
inatanceVariableNames: 
classVariableNames: 
poo1Dictionaries: 
ResourceProvider class methods 
named: reaourceName 
#ResourceProvider 
amountAvailable 
busy 
~self new setName: resourceName with: 0 
dispatchingBy: 'FIFO~ 
named: resourceName diapatchingBy: aRule 
~self new setName: resourceName with: 0 
dispatchingBy: aRule 
named: reaourceName with: amount 
~self new setName: resourceName with: amount 
dispatchingBy: 'FIFO' 
named: reaourceName with: amount diapatchingBy: aRule 
~self new setName: resourceName with: amount 
dispatchingBy: aRule 
ReaourceProvider methods 
acquire: amountNeeded for: anObject 
: anEvent : 
anEvent := DelayedEvent onCondition: 
(StaticResource for: amountNeeded 
of: self for: anObject). 
self savePendingLength. 
self addRequest: anEvent. 
~anEvent condition 
amountAvailable 
.-.amountAvailable 
busy 
"busy 
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bueyTime 
.... busyTime 
collectBueyStat 
ActiveSimulation saveStats = 1 ifTrue:[ 
buayBag add: busy] 
collectStat: amount 
ActiveSimulation saveStats = 1 ifTrue:[ 
queueDuration add: amount J 
produce: amount 
amountAvailable := amountAvailable + amount. 
self provideResources 
provideReeourcea 
"Pr 1 va te " 
:anEvent : 
pending isEmpty 
ifTrue:[self saveUtil. 
busy:= 0. self collectBusyStat J 
ifFalse:[ busy= 0 ifTrue: [ self saveUtil. 
busy:= 1. self collectBusyStat ]]. 
pending isEmpty not 
and: [pending first condition amount 
<= amountAvailable]] 
whileTrue: 
[self savePendingLengtha 
anEvent := pending removeFirst. 
self collectStat: 
(ActiveSimulation time 
- anEvent condition entryTime). 
amountAvailable := amountAvailable 
- anEvent condition amount. 
anEvent resume] 
setName: resourceName with: a~ount 
diepatchingBy: aRule 
busy:= 0. 
super setName: resourceName dispatchingBy: aRule. 
amountAvailable := amount. 
1 (J2 
·Bag aubclaaa: 
instanceVariableNamee: 
#StatsBag 
avg 
rAvg 
stdDev 
rStdDev 
• variance 
minValue 
rMin 
maxValue 
rMax 
classVariableNamee: 
poo1Dictionariee: 
StatsBag class methods 
StatsBag methods 
average 
" compute the average of the elements in the Bag'' 
self size= 0 ifTrue: [avg:= O.J 
ifFalse: 
[avg:= self total/ self size. ]. 
"" avg 
max 
• 
" return the maximum element in tl1e Bag" 
maxValue:= 0.0 . 
self do: [:each : maxValue := maxValue max: each]. 
"'·maxValue 
min 
" return the minin:,um element in tl1e Bag" 
minValue:= 9999999.0 . 
self size= 0 ifTrue: [minValue := O.] 
ifFalse: 
[ self do: [:each : minValue := minValue min: each] . ] . 
... min Value 
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printStatsOn:aStream 
" this will compute the available StatsBag statistics and 
print them" 
( self average roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
( self stdDeviation roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
·astream tab .. aStream tab. 
( self min roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
( self max roundTo: 0.0001) printOn: aStream. 
aStream tab. aStream tab. 
stdDeviation 
" compute the standard deviation of the elements in the 
Bag" 
self variance. 
stdDev := variance sqrt. 
"stdDev 
total 
" compute the total of the elements in the Bag'' 
:totAmt tot: 
totAmt := self inject: 0 
into:[:tot :each: tot+ each]. 
"totAmt 
variance 
" compute the variance of the elements in the Bag '' 
variance := 0. 
• 
(self size - 1) <= 0 ifFalse: [ 
self do: [:each: variance := variance 
• variance 
+ ((each 
:=variance/ (self size - 1). 
0 
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- avg) squared)]. 
] . 
\., 
Object aubclaas: 
inatanceVariableNamea: 
clasaVariableNamee: 
poolDictionariea: 
Teet class methods 
Teet methods 
teat 
#Test 
test Variable 
"Ini tiallze and start the simulation 
demons tra ti on. " 
: choice aMenu rectangle : 
aMenu := self testMenu. 
[choice := aMenu popUpAt: O@O. 
(choice isNil or: [choice= #exit])] 
whileFalse: [self perform: choice]. 
'"'self 
teatl 
Lwd := SortedCollection sortBlock: 
[:a :b: a asDate < b asDate]. 
Store2 do: [ :key: 
Lwd add: key dueDate]. 
Lwd do: [ :key : 
( Store2 select: 
[ :date : key= date dueDate] ) 
printOn: Transcript. 
Transcript er 
] 
test2 
: aSimulation tt : 
CursorManager execute change. 
aSimulation := TVShop new startUp. 
self testHeader. 
tt := PrinterStream new. 
EventMonitor file: tt. 
[ aSimulation time< 48] 
whileTrue: [ aSimulation proceed] . 
aSimulation printStatisticsOn: tt. 
CureorManager normal change. 
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teat3 
: aSimulation: 
CursorManager execute change. 
aSimulation := AssemblyPlant new startUp. 
[ aSimulation time< 20] 
whileTrue: [ aSimulation proceed] . 
aSimulation finishUp. 
CursorManager normal change. 
teat4 
: aSimulation tt : 
CursorManager execute change. 
aSimulation := JobShop new startUp. 
aSimulation startStats:100. 
tt := PrinterStream new. 
EventMonitor file: tt. 
"self testHeader. " 
[ aSimulation time< 300 ] 
whileTrue: [ aSimulation proceed. ] . 
aSimulation finishUp. 
aSimulation computeStatsOn: tt. 
tt er. 
CursorManager normal change. 
test5 
: aSirnulation tt : 
CursorManager execute change. 
aSimulation := Mml new startUp. 
tt := PrinterStream new. 
EventMonitor file: tt . 
self testHeader. 
[ aSimulation time< 100 ] 
whileTrue: [ aSimulation proceed. 
aSimulation finishUp. 
aSimulation computeStatsOn: tt. 
tt er. 
CursorManager normal change. 
teetHeader 
~ Printer er. 
Time dateAndTimeNow printOn: Printer. 
Printer er. 
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testMenu 
"Answer the menu for the receiver." 
"Menu 
labela: 'exit\testl\teat2\test3\test4\test5\test6' withCra 
lines: #(1 3 5) 
selectors: #(exit testl test2 test3 test4 test5 test6 ) 
teetVariable 
"Answer the value of testVc1riable. " 
"testVariable 
testVariable: aValue 
"Set the value of testVariable." 
testVariable := aValue 
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APPENDIXB 
Two reports are included in the following pages. The first 
report is on a simulation of the job shop which ran for 2000 time 
units. Data for statistics was collected for this simulation run for the 
entire time. The second report is also for a simulation for 2000 time 
units, but data for statistics was only collected after the simulation 
had run for 200 time units. 
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a JobShop Statistics Su11ar1 
(Bay 24, 1989 20:57:42) 
a JobShop ran for: 2000.0 t11e unite ., 
** Statistics for larlables Based on Obser,ation ** 
\i1e in 11111te1 
lean 
330.8932 
** Otili1atlon Statistics** 
lean 
·1acbine3· 0.7852 
·1acbine2· 0.8299 
·,achine4' 0.8491 
· 1acbinel · 0.8288 
·,achine5' 0.8761 
, 1acbine6' 0.7979 
Std De, Bin Yal11e 
167.0081 
Std De, Bin Yalue 
0.4107 0.0 
0.3757 0.0 
0.3579 0.0 
0.3767 0.0 
0.3294 0.0 
0.4015 0.0 
** Statistics for Malting Tiae in the Queue** 
Bean Std De, Bin Value 
·,achine3' 119.9594 211.1793 
·11chine2· 63.8464 96.429 0.0 
• 1achine4' 64.5627 97.4128 0.0 
· 11chine 1 · 77.4779 140.482 0.0 
·,acbineS' 84.1061 96.5948 0.0 
·1acbine6' 61.9006 78.6706 0.0 
' 
** Statistics for Queue Len1th ** 
Bean Std De, Kin Yalue 
·11chine3' 7.144 7.3799 0.0 
·1acbine2· 2.9369 3.3153 0.0 
·11cbine4' 3.3018 2.9673 0.0 
• aaciinel · 3.3805 3.1384 0.0 
·,achine5' 5.1597 4.671 0.0 
, 1achin.e6' 8.2033 8.2186 0.0 
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B11 ,aloe 
37.754 
Bai talae 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1. 0 
Rax Yalue 
0.0 
395.8707 
443.7293 
738. 7348 
353.179 
329.9649 
Bai Yalae 
25.0 
13.0 
10.0 
11.0 
19.0 
28.0 
lo of Oba 
949.7357 
Current Yalue 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
No of Obs 
880.6673 
92 
100 
87 
82 
11 
Current Yalae 
7 
0 
4 
2 
16 
28 
136 
93 
a JobS~op Statistics Su111r, 
(Bay 24, 1989 21:16:28) 
a JobShop ran for: 2001.3595 ti1e units 
** Stati1tic1 for Variables Based on Obeer,ation ** 
tiae in 111te1 
Bean Std De, Bin Yalue 
337.0034 210.5343 
** Otili1atio1 Statistics** 
Bean Std De, Bia Yalue 
·1achine4· 0.8157 0.3877 0.0 
, 1achi1e 1 · 0.9001 0.2999 0.0 
, 1achine6' 0.8348 0.3713 0.0 
, 1achine2· 0.9921 0.0884 0.0 
·,achine5· 0.9869 0.1137 0.0 
·11chine3· 0.9526 0.2124 0.0 
** Statistics for Waiting Ti1e in the Qaeoe ** 
Bean Std De, Bin Yalae 
·11cbine4· 20.7426 28.2924 0.0 
·1achine1· 50.249 69.9438 0.0 
\ 
·1acbine6' 71.1242 110.2116 0.0 
·1achine2· 119.1936 151.5541 
·,achine5· 142.9482 188.3977 
·1achine3' 58.0738 72.4703 0.0 
•• Statistics for Queue Length** 
Mean Std De, Min Value 
·,achine4' 1.0934 1.3708 0.0 
· 1acbine 1 · 2.5648 2.3278 0.0 
·1acbine6' 3.4643 3.0732 0.0 
·11chine2' 9.3381 6.867 0.0 
·1achines· 8.1157 4.4493 0.0 
'1achine3 · 3.512~ 2.1281 0.0 
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Bai Yalue 
26.8339 
B11 Yalae 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
l . 0 
1.0 
Bax Yalue 
140.6257 
324.8851 
lo of Obs 
1314.1393 
Current Yalue 
1 
l 
0 
l 
1 
1 
No of Obs 
94 
93 
422.1096 
0.0 835.9347 
0.0 944.2967 
335.5236 100 
!a1 Value Current Value 
6.0 4 
10.0 0 
12.0 0 
24.0 16 
16.0 15 
10.0 5 
• I 
143 
88 
91 
80 
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